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ALBUCtUE RCttTE EVENING CITIZ EN.
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SKW MEXICO, MONDAY EVENING, .OCTOHEU 9,

THUMBS DOWN I

OF THE INSURANCE

11)05.

SENATORIAL ADVOCATES OF JOINT

INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE

STATEHOOD VISIT ALBUQUERQUE

Anxious no State or Official Shall Take Action Till
They Get Through Their

Congressman

PARTY

Secretary Taft Thinks Our Seabord Cities are Impregnable
to Attack From any Foreign Nation
Because of Our Forts.
RUN FOR

WON'T

ARIZONA

'

s

OF

PROMINENT STATESMEN
Drive

Visitors Over the City

CAPITALISTS

FOOT ALL BILLS

FOR THE TRIP

The congressional party at present sota, was elected to congress first

la

on a flying trip through Arizona and 1890, and succeeded himself contlnu?
New Mexico for the purpose of ascer- ous terms and today Is one of tho retaining the sentiment of the people publican whips of the lower house.
regarding joint and single statehood, Tawney is a Pennsylvanlan by birth
arrived from Santa Fe at 1:45 o'clock and followed blacksmithing until 1877
this afternoon, fifty-fivminutes late In Pennsylvania, and later In Minneof the schertiie provldt-for by their sota until 1881,when he commenced to
Itinerary.
The train on which they study law In the office ef Bent ley ft
are traveling is composed of a buffet Vance, of Winona and was admitted to
car, the Pullmans Rainbow and Sky- the bnr July 10th. 1882. He Is one of
,
I

e

d

Secretary Taft will start about November 1 on an Inspection trip to Panama, which rresldent Roosevelt bas
asked him to make.

light, and the observation car Nepon-Bet- the staunch advocates of joint stateand In the party are the follow- hood in congress.
ing gentlemen:
.
Charles Russell Davis,
ot
Congressmen J. A. Tawney, C. It. congress from the third member
ot
Davis, H. Stcenerson, of Minnesota; Minnesota, Is a lawyer by district
profession.
Thomas Marshall, North Dakota; Hen, Was elected to the house of represenman P. Goebel, Ohio; Martin B. Mad- tatives of the state legislature of Minden, Illinois; H. U Maynard, Virginia; nesota In 1888, and to the senate In
H. C. Adams, E. S. Minor, Wisconsin;
isyujeiected to the
conHon. Mark Smith, or Arizona; Hon. gress and has succeeded himself
in
sergeant-at-armHenry Casson,
house this coming congress.
of representatives; F. P. Fellows, sec-- 1
Clement Stevens, member
rotary to J. A. Tawney; V. L .Mason, of Frederick
congress from
New York City; Col. Kutherford Trow- Minnesota, was the fourth district of
e.ected to the state
bridge, J. N. Carrlngton, Boston; Hon. legislature of Minnesota
for the sesGardner Lathrop, general solicitor for sions of 18X8 and
1889
1S90 and
the Santa Fe; F. R. Connell. tourist 1891, and to the fifty-fift- and congress
agent for the Santa Fe; H. P. Teare, and has
succeeded himself in congress
assistant to Vice President Kcndrlck representing
the republican party
of the Santa Fe.
from
his district without opposition
How They Were Treated Here.
Including
the coming congress.
A large delegation of the most promThomas Marshall, member of coninent people of the city were at the gress
from North Dakota, represents-tlve-at-largstation to meet the congressional
was state senator from
party
and the Italian band dls- - j
a,
district of North
coursed music on the station plat-- the twenty-fiftfour years; represented that disform, while the visitors were being
the republican national convenushered into the Alvarado, where trict in
twenty-fivplates had been laid for tion In 1892; was elected to the
congress and
to the
the party and guests.
fifty-eigcongress and the
Hon. B. S. Rodey, of this city, Aot-InGovernor J. W. Raynolds, of Santa congress.
Herman Goebel, member of congress
Fe. and Harry Kel.y, of Gross. Kelly
from Ohio, second district, la a repub& Co., of Las Vegas, were New Mexicans on the train. The band played lican and a former Judge of probate
outside the hotel while the dinner was court of Hamilton county, Ohio, and
h
was elected to the
in progress.
co- Immediately-afteeon- -'
the metvl had been ngas and also the
gress.
reception
took
committee
finished, the
the visitors In charge again and the
Martin B. Madden, member of con
program prepared by the committee gress from Illinois In the
was begun.
congress.
The Line of March.
H. L. Maynard. member of congress
visiconveyances
carrying
the
The
from Virginia, second district, demo
o'clock
at
2:30
tors left the Alvarado
crat in politics; native of the state;
and traversed the following route In was elected to the
and
showing the visitors the city:
(elected to the
and also
Down Railroad avenue to Twelfth the
congress,
opponent
street, and out Twelfth to the Ameri- only receiving 171 votes. his
can Lumber company's saw mills. AfE. S. Minor, member of congress.
ter viewing the mills and lumber from
Wisconsin, ninth district, republiyards, the route carried them thcough
native of the state; first became
the city to the Highlands, past the can,
St. Joseph sanitarium and hospital, prominent In politics by being elected ,
Wisconsin assembly in 1877,
down Arno street to Coal avenue, to the
in 1880 and 1881;
across the viaduct to Second street, and was
elected to the Btate senate in
north on Second street to Railroad was
body he
avenue, west on Railroad to Fourth 1883, and in 1885, of which
elected president pro tempore.
street, and to the Commercial Club at was
became a member of the
the corner of Gold avenue and Fourth He first congress
and has served suc
street.
cessively.
The Reception .
H, C. Adams, of Wisconsin, member
At the Club a large number of ladles
congress from the second district,
and gentlemen had gathered and an of
Informal reception followed the arrival republican. Native of New York.
of the driving party. Courtesies were moved to Wisconsin, 1851; represented
exchanged and the local people were the second district of Wisconsin in
presented to the visiting congressmen the state legislature two terms, 1883
1887; elected to the
and capitalists. On account of the and
congress.
time set in the schedule being followHon. Mark Smith Is delegate to coned by the special train, the reception gress
Arizona for his second
at tho ciub was of short duration. term. from
Mr. Smith Is decidedly against
However, It was of sufficient length
to permit all to become thoroughly Joint statehood.
Will View Grand Canyon.
well acquainted and to demonstrate to
On leaving the city at 4:30 o'clock
tho visitors fully the Btrong Joint statehood sentiment of the people of cen- this afternoon, the special train will
be run over the Rio Grande division of
tral New Mexico.
Congressman Tawney, who leads the Santa Fe to El Paso, where it will
the party, said to The Citizen repre- he transferred to the El
From this road It will be
sentative that the visit of this party,
of which he Is the head, carries no of- transferred to the Southern Pacific,
He was and from the Southern Pacific it will
ficial significance with it.
sorry to learn that the impression had be run over the Santa Fe, "Prescott &
been made by mistake that thiB party Phoenix railroad to Ash Fork. Stops
had been sent out by congress for the will be made at the Important cities
purpose of deciding upon tho fitness of Arizona, the same as Is being done
of the territories for statehood. The In New Mexico. Tho party is out for
trip is heinng made at the request of pleasure as well as business ami a day
some of the wea.thy people, of Arizona will be spent at the Grand Canyon.
The Itinerary of the party has them
and these Arizona capitalists and the
Santa Fe railroad are footing the ex arriving at the canyon on tho 17th of
penses of the trip. Ail of the mem- the present month and leaving the canbers of congress in the party, except yon for Chicago on the 18th, running
lng Mr. Madden, of Illinois, who is as train No. 2, either as first or second
section.
serving his first term in the
It Is apparent that no provision has
congress, voted for joint statehood at
the lust session of congress, and It Is been made for stops at Flagstaff,
which are
doubtful if their convictions can bo Wlnslow and Holbrook,
changed by any persuasion that may really the strongest Joint statehood
be brought to bear upon them while towns of Arizona. The latter place is
the county seat of Apache county and
on this trip.
Are Chaperoned by Enemies of Join- Hie population are as a unit In favoring Joint statehood.
ture.
F. M. Murphy, president of the Sau-t- Seeing Two Territorieet In Ten Days.
Congressman Tawney and his party
Fe, Prescott &. Phoenix railroad, of
ruor will get no more than a panoramic
Arizona, and a brother of
Murphy, of Arizona, arrived from tho view ot New Mexico and Arizona If
weRt Ibis morning In bis private car the schedule already formulated for
attached to train No. 2, for the pur- the trip is carried out, but fortunatelpose of meeting tho congressional y, some of the congressmen have visparty and escorting them from Albu- ited the territories before. The stop
at Baton was very short. The special
querque on the lour of southern
train bearing the party arrived at lJs
and Arizona.
Mr. Murphy Is one of the strongest Vegas at 5:50 o'clock yesterday in the
antagonists to Joint sttaeehood in tho afternoon and departed for Santa Fe
sister territory. He said this morning at it o'clock In the evening. They saw
that his brother . A. Murphy, who Is the Ancient City between day break
In Chicago for the purpose of under- and 10 o'clock, when they left the capgoing an operation, bud kept him post- ital for the metropolis. No stop wlU
ed on the program of tho party. Del- be mado between this city and El
egate to Congress Marcus Smith, of Paso and the stop at the Gate City will
Arizona. Is with tho party anil has be only long enough to transfer from
been with them since the organization one railroad to another. The fertile
at Chicago, and he and Mr. Murphy an I densely populated Pecos Valley
will chaperonn Mr. Tawnev and his wi.l not be penetrated at all but the
associates practically on the whole backers of the excursion have artrip. Some heavily Interested Arizona ranged so that at least & week will be
mining men are other members of the devoted to southern Arizona.
party.
V. U Masou, of New York City, and
Who They Are.
Col. Rutherford Trowbridge and J. N.
James A. Tawney, member of con- Carrlngton, of Boston, are. capitalists)
gress from the first district of Minne who have mining interests in Arizona.
j

j
j

LEWIS AND CLARK

UNIVERSITY'S DANGER

WIFE MURDERER WAIVES
PRELIMINARY TRIAL.
Duluth, Minn., Oct. 9. Edward
charged with the murder of his
In municipal
wife, when arraigned
court, withdrew his request for an examination and was bound over to the
present terra of the superior court.
On the announcement that Duthey
was to be brought Into court, the
room was thronged with friends and
a sprinkling of the curious anxious
to get a glimpse of the prisoner. Duthey presented a neat appearance in
court, and though some of his melancholy demeanor has left him, be still
talks of his wife and worries over the
welfare of his children.

Sen-

Commercial Club.

teries."

CALIFORNIA STATE

bat-alllo-

Warm Jointure

and Receive Them at the

PARAMOUNT PUBLICITY
FORBIDS HUGHES TO RUN.
New York, Oct. 9. Charles E.
Hughes, counsel for the Insurance Investigating
committee, has declined
FIRE FROM FORTS WOULD
ANNIHILATE ANY FLEET. the republican nomination for mayor
of New York city. The reason given
of by Hughes for his declination was that
New York, Oct. 9. Secretary
War Taft has Just returned from a "paramount publicity forbids."

Berkeley, Cal., Oct. 9. A (Ire Is
sweeping over 100 acres of grass and
brush adjacent to the state university
grounds, and endangers some of the
college buildings. In the midst of a
drill of 1,000 cadets. President Benjamin Ide Wheeler dismissed the
and personally led the student-soldler- a
in a fight on the fire.

CONSISTS

Local Reception Committee

THE MAYORALTY

visit to Hamilton and Sandy Hook.
He said yesterday:
"No foreign power could successfully assail our seaboard cities, with
the present efficiency of our forts,
rendered Impregnable by the fire coo;
trol system, which, sweeping the zone,
would bring annihilation to any fleet
within range of the big guns' bat-

Rochester, N. Y., Oct. 9. Senator
Armstrong, chairman of the Insurance
Investigating committee, has issued a
statement, In which he says:
"Our committee was appointed to
investigate conditions In the Insurance business and to propose remedial
legislation. I sincerely hope the other
states will wait until we have had
opportunity
to complete our work.
These Insurance companies are perfectly solvent and are able to carry
out every contract they have made or
may make. There is no reason for
refusing to permit them to do business."

Party Have Little

timent of Central New Mexico People.

GIVES SOME UNASKED FOR AND NEEDLESS ADVICE

HUGHES

Tawney and

Trouble in Ascertaining

Work.

ATTORNEY

NUMBER 251)

CLOSES FOURTEENTH
Portland, Ore., Oct. 9. This week
will mark the close of the Lewis and
Clark exposition after a more successful career than was anticipated by
its most enthusiastic supporters and
projectois.
Before the close the attendance of 2,200,000 persons will
'have been recorded, which Is more
than the population of the original
j Oregon territory.

Du-the-

CARS BY ROADS

FAIR HAS OPENED
Agricultural

Ten Bombs Thrown at Soldiers in Tiflis, Troops
Firing on People Bloody Strike in

Muscow Spreading.
PROMINENT INDIANA JUDGE
DIES OF APOPLEXY.
Bluffton, Ind., Oct. 9. Joseph H.
St. Petersburg, Oct. 9. The throw- situation is slightly more reassuring
Daily,
of the supreme court
The strike originatof Indiana, died here today of apo- ing of a bomb at the troops In Tiflis this morninng.
ing with the bakers Is spreading,
plexy,' aged 69 years.
yesterday evening .which resulted in
and the authorities areuvldent.
the - troops firing on the people, ap- ly apprehensive. .
NEW
IS
MATTHEWS0N
The ralla were tampered with topears to have been the outcome of a
Ten day a short distance from Moscow,
organized plot.
deliberately
YORK'S PITCHER bombs were thrown simultaneously In causing derailment of a train, but
the vicinity of three barracks lu wide- there were no casualties. The minisPhiladelphia.
Pa., Oct. 9. There ly separated quarters of the city. try of police admit that three Cossack
were 22,000 spectators present when Shots were also fired at the soldiers policemen were killed yesterday, but
report that
the play began at 3:05 o'clock this af- when they rushed out of the barracks, has no confirmation of the
ternoon in the first game between the but the loss of life was confined to eight bakers were killed In the fray at
New York Nationals and the Phila- one Cossack and one bomb thrower. a bakery.
delphia Americans for the base ball Twenty persons were wounded.
REPORT IS DENIED OF
pitched
championship.
Matthewton
EIGHT BAKERS KILLED.
OLD CAPITAL
for New York and Plank for Philadel- BAKERS OF
IN ARMED RESISTANCE.
St. Petersburg, Oct. 90. The report
phia. Waddell, it V said, is out of
Tre-pofSt. Petersburg, Oct. 9. General
that eight bakers were killed In tne
condition, and will not pitch during
assistant minister of the Interior, disturbances yesterday at Moscow,
the series.
has been Informed by telephone from turns out to be Incorrect. The main
New York Wins the Game.
no serious disorders oc- streets and squares of Moscow are ocThe New York Nationals defeated Moscow, that last
night and that the cupied by the police and by troops.
there
curred
the Philadelphia Americans In the
first game for the championship this
evening. Following was the score:

and Industrial

Features Will Predominate. v

;

I

PRESIDENI ROOStVELT EXPECTED

The Spokane Fair.
Spokane, Wash., Oct. 9. The Spo- kano interstate fair opened here today
with an unusually large attendance.
Tho entries in the different classes of
the fair exhibit are numerous and of
good quality and the list of premiums
is larger than ever before.

Washington, D. C, Oct. 9. The ccn-- '
bus bureau today Issued a bulletin
showing the production and distribution of cotton in the United States,
available between September 1, 1904,
and the same date this year, to have
been 14. 4 5.1 ,9!) 4 bales. About CI per
cent of this was exixirted, 30 per cent STRIKE SYMPATHY
used in domestic consumption, leaving
a surplus of 9 per cent.
WILL BE FREQUENT
Sunday School Institute.
Chicago, Oct. 9. Sympathetic strikes
Covington, Ga., Oct. 9. The Sabbath school Institute ai ranged under in Chicago will probably be more
the auspices of the Atlanta Presbytery prevalent in the future, through the
church alliance between the teamsters and
opened at the Presbyterian
in this city today. Kach Sunday school the railway freight handlers. Steps to
comprised within the territory of the form a merger of these two unions
Atlanta Presbytery is represented by were initiated yesterday. The name
1 ue convention
will close of the new federation is the Shipping
delegates.
Trades' Alliance.
tomorrow evening.

SCIENCE ASSEBMLES TO DISCUSS
SANITARY MATTERS GENERALLY
and g'vt-- an Important place to the
discussion of means to prevent the
spread of yellow fever, cholera, malaria and other diseases. Kach South
and Central American republic will
submit a report on tho sanitary conditions in its territory and snecial
stress wi.l be laid upon tho modern
methods of quarantine for the eradiof diseases.
I cation
The present yellow fever epidemic
in the south will be carefully consider-- i
d, with a view of finding some way
to eliminate the danger from mosqui- tos, which are believed to be the indirect cause of the spread of the
s

TRY FOR CHAMPION

AMATEUR GOLF PLAYER

j

j

semi-final-

s

I

thirty-fo-

forty-sevent-

h

e

t,

I

I

Da-kof-

fifty-seven- th

e

Atlanta. Ga., Oct. 9. The Georgia
State Fair opened at Piedmont Park
today with a larger attendance than
eer .known before on the opening day.
It is toy far tUe largest and wont Inter-- '
estlng fair ever held here and promises exceptional success. Many large
new buildings have been erected since
last year and the old buildings have
been thoroughly renovated.
There U a new administration building and a large auditorium, where
most of the large meetings and contests will be held. The agricultural
exhibit Is large and of excellent quality, and the Industrial exhibits were
never more Interesting and important.
The live stock exhibit has attracted
many exhibitors this year, as the
prizes are unusually large.
The fair will last until October 21.
On the day before the closing. It Is
expected. President Roosevelt will
come here as the guest of the city and
will address the crowdH on the fair
grounds. During ten days of the fair
A
there will bo many special days and
exhibit features of great Interest.
Many prominent speakers from different parts of the state are expected to
WOMAN
deliver addresses on the fair grounds
Kxtensive preparaduring the fair.
the reception and entertaain-men- t
for
tions
eighteen
New York, Oct. 9. The contest for quite a number, will first play
of the president have been made.
32 scores
the women's amateur golf champion- holes, medal play. The bestcontestants
will
be taken and the
MOB SURROUNDED JAIL
ship of the United States began this who then
made these scores wi.l then comWHEN GIBSON WAS CAUGHT.
morning on the links of the Morris pete in the 18 hole match play. The
County Golf Club, at Convent Station. winner w.ll be awarded tho Robert
Houston, Texas. Oct. 9. Monk GibN. J. Tho competition Is open to all Co:, cup and will also receive a gold son, after a hunt of several days by
up
a silver medal armed men, for murdering a family
women amateur golfers, belonging to medal, tho runner
will receive near Edna. Texas, ha finally been
clubs which are members of the U. S. and the other
placed In Jail at Edna.
nd to such foreign bronze me'ais. The winner will be raptured t
Golf Association
players as have been invited by the tie; champion wor.ian amateur of the The Jail has been surrounded by a mob
a
ueor-giannow
hclit ly Miss
executive committee of the associa- yeai. the title
and there Is danger of a lynching.
Hopp, of the Brooklyn Golf
tion.
Anniversary of Chicago Fire.
The contestants, of whom there are Club, Bridgeport, Conn.
Chicago. Oct. 9. Today is the
urth
anniversary of the day on
which Mrs. Oi.eary's cow kicked over
RUNAWAY BOY IS
ROOSEVELT HOME
a burning kerosene lamb in its pta-- l
BROUGHT BACK HOME le on DeKovcn street and started a
CLUB INVITES HIM
(ire which swept through the whole
citv
and destroyed It. The event Is
HUNTER FALLS INTO not generally
In FRANK
New York, Oct. It. A banquet
celebrated, but several
HANDS OF GALLUP MARSHAL, societies, among them the Old Settlers
hon.T of the president will bo given
HIS
IS RETURNED TO
AND
by the Home club on bis
and Pioneers, will hold anniversary
MOTHER.
birthday, which occurs October 27.
celebrations this evening.
Tile banquet will occur in the room
The great Chicago fire burned for
w ho ran aw ay f om
Hunter,
Frank
in which he was born, at No. 21, Rast
hours, and during
about twenty-fivla.-for
Friday
night
home
on
and
Twentieth street. Thu president has
destroyed property within
that
time
towns
police
of
several
whom
the
been Invited to be present. The chit)
a district about four miles long and
is determined to preserve the house have been on the lookout, was caught one mile wide, or 17,4!"0 houses, inby
.Marshal
F'ils
Gallup
Wenders
at
and maintain it as a national landof that city on Saturday evening. The cluding the city hall, the court house
mark.
wouM-brunaway was nabbed as he with all of Its records, the postofflce,
a side doi r Pullman. and many other public buildings.
alighted
from
Funeral Directors' Convention.
Niagara Falls, N. Y., Oct. . The Marshal Wenders arrived in the city
FOR PACKERS
annual convention of the National yesterday morning with the boy, and ARGUMENTS BEGUN
AT CHICAGO.
to his anxious
Funeral Directors' association opened he was retu.ned
here today with a large attendance, mother.
Chicago, Oct. 9. Arguments against
representing every state and territory
Massachusetts Federation of Labor. the indictments of the packers charged
in the United States. The convention
conspiracy to monopolize the
Plttfiild, Mass.. Oct. !'. The an- with
will last four days and will consider
meat trade, were begun here today bematters of great interest and import- nual convention of the Massachusetts fore Federal Judge Humphrey.
branch of the American Federation of
ance to the profession.
Labor opened Its session at the new
Baptists of Minnesota.
Academy of Music this morning. Over
SUPREME COURT MEETS
Duluth. Minn.. Oct. 9. Between 250
WITH ALL MEMBERS THERE. 2oi) delegates, representing every part and Suit clerical and lay members of
Washington, D. C. Oct. 9. The su- of the
were in attendance. The
Baptist church of this state are
preme court of the United States con- convention will last four i! iys. There the
in attendance at the annual Baptist
vened today, with all members pres- will be no business session this after- convention which opened here today
noon am) the
ent.
will be enter- - ai the Pilgrim Congregational church.
u u wiiii nwin y aim
a u iijuiwiii le The I'ilgrlm church was selected bei
GAYNOR AND GREEN
rides to various noints of Interest in cause the Baptists have no church In
HAVE REACHED SAVANNAH. the city and its vicinity. Wednesday this city big enough
to accommodate
Savannah, Ga., Oct. 9. John F. 'evening a ball will be given In honor so large a convention. Delegates from
Gaynor and B. D. Gieene, who fought of the visiting delegates. The election ticarlv all of the English speaking and
to the United States from of officers w ill take plaee on Thurs-- ; Scandinavian churches in the state of
etruiliin
Canada for several years, arrived here day.
the Baptist denomination are In attoday and were at once taken to jalll
tendance and the Baptists of this city
MORE EARTHQUAKE SHOCKS
have made extensive pn.aratlons for
FEVER DECLINING
YELLOW
ARE FELT IN ITALY. their entertainment.
j
At the opening
IN CASES AND DEATHS. j
Monte I.eone, Calabria, Italy, Oct. session today the mayor of Duluth
New Orleans, I.a., Oct. 9 Yellow ,9. A ttrong earthquake shock waj welcomed the delegates, and he was
fever here is steadly being wiped out. felt here last night, anil it caused a followed by Z. T. Scott, who was the
Last week 17ti new cabes and 2J panic among the inhabitants, w ho are principal speaker of the session. The
deaths were reported, the showing still suffering from the terror and pri-- I convention will last for five days and
being the best since the first week In vations resulting from the recent
many !mtortant matters will come up
August.
for consideration and discussion.

WILL TAKE

e,

1

f,

Chicago, Oct. 9. With congress
bumming a record rate, cars for traffic are so scarce that a costly shortage In t'nem Is feared by the railroads. Nearly every railroad is placing heavy orders for equipment, witi
R. H. E.
I
quick delivery clauses.
3 10 1
New York
0 4 0
Philadelphia
East Pennsylvania Lutherans.
Allentown, Pa., Oct. 9. The East
Pennsylvania synod of the general GOULD GETS FIRST
synod of the Lutheran cnurch opened
IMPORTANT VICTORY
Its two days' session here today. Over
200 ministers and laydelegates, representing all the churches In the synSt. Ixuis, Mo., Oct. 9. In the cirod, were In attendance at the open- cuit court today Judge Daniel C. Taying meeting. The sessions were held lor denied the application of Joseph
at St. John's church, and the Rev. C. Ramsey, Jr., president of the Wabash
T. Pritchard, president of the synod, railroad, for an injunction to restrain
occupied the chair. He preached the the St. Louis & Iron Mountain railroad
sermon at the opening session this or its trustees, from voting at the Wamorning. Many prominent members bash election, to be held In Toledo toof the church are In attendance and morrow. The failure of the injuncwill
the sessions of the tion suit, which If successful, would
address
synod.
have tied up a large block of the Gould
stock, is regarded as an important victory for the Gould Interests.
CENSUS BULLETIN

Washington, Oct. 9. The second International Sanitary congress opened
fc.rc today. The attendance is much
larger than at the first congress and
nearly all Central and South American
republics are represented, as well as
every state i.n Hie union and many
Europem cctttu-'e- s.
Among the foreign delegates are
scientists and
many distinguished
specialists on infectious diseases. The
southern stales are well represented,
although many prominent physicians
are prevented b the yellow fever epidemic firm attending the conference.
Th.; ((gram is Mghly interesting

BY HOME STRIFE AND VIOLENCE
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HURRY ORDERS FOR

ISSUED FOR COTTON

GEORGIA STATE

RUSSIA STILL REMAINS TORN
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AJJiUOUritO'UE ETFK1NO CITIZEN,

PAGE TWO.
leal enclne. horse cart, a spun of
horse, a wagon, a street grader and
various minor appllanrra, to make our
fire flghtlnn apparatm stilctly
A building Is also to be built
to be used as an engine house and to
furnish sleeping quarters for certain members of the department.

THE EVENING CITIZEN
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NEWSPAPER MAN GETS
UP IN THE WORLD.

tiff ki at
allmf mt tha papar.

twiar
Batr as aar
wfll

mm

The editor of the Clotidcroft Silver
Lining went up on the highest point
PviuMrara CoMrAfnr.
Drafu. he could find and looked down upon
aatotriea an4 rapraaa aaanar ardari
the clouds. He could see them in the
a aaaaa aaraala ka taa ardar af tha
canons beneath him. In fact. Is is not
every day that a newspaper man can
cet so hiirh up or as near to "the manin the sky" as he did. He could
sions
I
(Mtocn.Hc S3.
Be II 15. see the tops of the White mountains
looming up In the west, and even further on. It was a misty day, but notTWO COMPANIES
withstanding, he could perceive a big
patch of white, which he was told
FILE THEIR PAPERS were the celebrated
white sands of
Otero county, and which he undertwenty
stands
are
miles across.
WITH THE TERRITORIAL SECRETARY, AND ARE READY FOR
Plans to Get Rich
BUSINESS.
are often frustrated by sudden breakdowns, due to dyspepBia or constipaThe following articles of incorpora- tion. Brace
up
take Dr. King's
tion have been filed in the office of New Life Pills. and
They take out the
J. W. Raynolds, secretary of the ter- materials that are clogging
your enritory :
ergies, and give you a new start.
The G. W. Bond and Brother Mer- headache and dizziness, too. AtCure
all
cantile company. The Incorporators drug stores; 25c. guaianteed.
are George W. Bond, of Trinidad:
Franklin Bond and Louis F. Nohl of 'GOOD CATTLE SALES
KBpanola. The objects for which tnis
IN GRANT COUNTY.
corporation is formed are to buy, sell,
From the present appearances the
exchange, barter, deal in and incum- cattle sales and shipments in Grant
ber wool, hideB, pelts, sheep, cattle, county will be exceptionally large this
borses, and other live stock, and the fall. Sim Holsteln. of the N. A. N.
products thereof, and all kinds and Land and Cattle company, has conclasses of goods, wares and merchan- tracted with a Kansas buyer for 1,000
dise and to do a general merchandise steers. W. H. Jack, Mansfield Bros.,
business; to do a general bonding and John T. Mulr have agreed to furbusiness; to do a general real estate nish a like number, and 11. A. Jastro,
business. The capital stock is $25.-00- of the Vktorio Land & Cattle comdivided into 25,fHiO shares at $1 pany has purchased ihe steer stock
each. The term of existence is fifty of Martin Mullen. The prices range
years and the principal place of busi- from $12 to $13 for ones, $17 for twos,
ness Is Kspanola, with Franklin Bond $19 to $21 for threes, and up. There
named as agent. The number of di- Is apparently a good demand for all
rectors shall be three, and those who stock In this section that will be ofwill manage the business of the com- fered for sale, and as cattlo are in
pany for the first year are the incor- the veiy pink of condition, it is reaporators.
sonable to suppose that the fall shipThe International Milk Products Co. ments will be in excess of the numThe Incorporators are Charles C. ber contracted for last spring.
Hovey, Julian Scott, New York, and
Klcbard H. Hanna, of Santa Fe, N. M. NEW MEXICO FOR ZINC
IS FORGING AHEAD.
The obejets for which this company
was Incorporated are to manufacture
The new zinc mine at Tres
Is conceded to be the largest
articles from milk and cream for market; to preserve such articles in vari- mine of the metal In the west. It has
ous ways; to Import and expert all already a national reputation, and sevproducts,
and commod- eral of the heavy mining men of the
ities; to do a general bonding business; country are looking longingly this
to do a general merchandise business; way. Mr. Thurston, one of the owners,
to do a general real estate business. says there is a small colony in Tres
The capital stock is 110.000, divided Hermanas now. There are twenty
Intp 100 shares at $100 each. The children belonging to families already
term of existence of fifty years and congregated there, and there will soon
the principal place of business is San- be a demand for a new school dista Fe, N. M., with Richard H. Hanna trict. Luna county is moving.
named aa agent. The business of the
pomnanv will be managed by a board
or directors, said board for the first
yar to consist af the incorporators.
aKtantaa akaaal ka
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Dental 8urgon.
Rooms 15 and 16 Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Ooods Company.
Both phones. Appointments made by
mall.
health.
ach and perfect
tumund J. Alger, D. D. S.
When there are pains and distress No. Smi
Railroad avenue
Office bourt
aftrr eating. heacliachi'S, belching of :ao a, m. to 12:80 p. m.;
p. m. to I
gases, a sour t iste in the mouth, diz- p. m. Telephone 462. Appointment made
specks
before
the r mall.
ziness, heartburn,
eyes, furred tongue, sleeplessness, ner
LAWYERS.
backache,
the stomach
vousness or
of
needs the h
Bernard 8. Rodey.
Ask J. II. O'HIelly & Co., to show
ATTORNKI-AT-LAAlbuquerque,
you the gua an're under which they N. M. I'rompt attpn;lon given to all
This valuable remedy buhlnaa r rtnlnlna: to the profeeelon.
sell
costs you iii 'liing unless it restores Will practice In ai! courts of the territory and before the United State lani
health.

To have even a simple case of Indigestion Is to have "Inside Information" of suffering that warns of serious trouble In the future, unless the
digestive system Is strengthened.
Kvery reader of The Evening Citizen should grasp the opportunity offered by J. M. O HIelly & Co.. to try
at their risk. Just one little
box of this remtablet out of a
edy before each meal for a few days,
and you will soon have a strong stom

com-pesse- d

i

CARDS

LITTLt MISS

ira M. Bond.
12 V street, N.
ing's performance was without a flaw. ATTORNKI-AT-LA.
Fe alone, lands,
W Washington. L.
The present company will probably patents,
csvlats, letter patleave for the west tonight. It is hoped ents, tradecopyrights,
marks, claims
come
Camay
back to the
that they
R. W. D. Bryan.
sino next summer, as the membe;
Albuquerque,
ATTORNKI-AT-LAhave won themselves into the hearts N. M. office, First national Bank build-I- n
.
theater-goersof Albuquerque

LA BYRU

MAKES DECIDED HIT

It was a well pleased audience t'nat
attended the benefit performance by
the vaudeville company at the Casino
last night. The bill presented was an
exceptionally good one, in fact, one "A DESERTED BRIDE" AT
of the best that has been given at the
TTE ELKS THEATER TONIGHT
summer theater during the season.
night's
performance
Last
marked the
closing of the Casino.
It is seldom that theaters west of
Little Miss Laliyrd, whose singing Chicago eel a chance to see a mani- ami dancing nas won ror her a host; nrnth
scenic production, such as
of friends In Albuquerque, made a big r.oorge Samuels is bringing out from
hit with the audience last night, and
s
york to tour over his new
forced to lespond to several en- - rut. Tne i!ltcst eastern success, "A
cores each time she appeared on the Deserted Bride," to be seen at fhe
stage. She sings and dances well and Klks' theater tonight, Is also one of
never falls to please.
ltlU) Kreatest. It Is said to contain the
The Mamilton sisters are also very ni()st realistic pictures of Chicago's
good.
They do a little song and fiimiiiiB loenliii e that have ever heen
dance Hketch that helps much to re- staged, while its electrical appliances
lieve the tedium of the evening. In are marvels of stage ingenuity. The
their turn last night they were es Rtory of the pl,y is a strange one, and
pecially good.
Interests the audience from the rise
in ace, me contortionist, was assisted ()f
the curtain until Its fall,
by another performer last night, and
Besides .putting on this surprising
together they gave an excellent exhl- - production, Mr. Samuels will also
in their line. Both did numer- - sent the famous comedy. "The Man
out dlfllcnlt stunts.
Fronl Mexico," tomonow night. Sev- Harry Gibbs demonstrated last night eral of the people in the company
that he is in a class by himseir. He were originally with "The Man From
gave some wonderful Imitations of Mexico," when Willie Collier made his
bird calls by whistling, and in addition big hit in it.
Jimitated a dog fight, a passing trolley
car, sawing wood, and many other
See the window display of the Rio
things. Mr. Gibbs equal has never Grande ' Woolen Mills at the Globe
been seen in this city.
then 8?k for those $3.50 wa'.k- Miss Marian Whiting, in her diffl- - ing skirts.
cult impersonations, was also roundly
n
applauded. Taken all In all, last even- GOETZ'S PICALILLI AT MALOY'S
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WITH AMPLE MEAN8
FACILITIES

AND UNSURPA8SED

THE

OF

BANK

COMMERCE

OF

ALBUQUERQUE.

N.

M.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMODATION
SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, 1150.000.00

AND

,

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
SOLOMON LUNA,
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier;

wm. Mcintosh

D. F. MACROLLING,

Civil enKlneering, surveying and
drafting. , 211 Railroad avenue.
CONTRACTOR 4. BUILDER.

J. C. BALDRIDGE
DEPOSITORY

A. L. Morgan.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
AND BUI I.DEK Estimates cheerfully
fiirnlnhfd: Job work sollcted. Automatic
'phone 724; shop 91 1 North Second street.
Albuquerque, N. M.

A.

President;

W. J. Johnson,

Asst. C4ah,er
george
arnot

solomon luna
M.
BLACKWELL

O. E. CROMWELL

FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY

FIRST NATIONAL

PHYSICIANS.

BANK

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

C. H. Canner, M. D.f D. O.

Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
President New Mexico Board of Osteosuccessfully
pathy.
All
diseases
Oflllce
treated.
Barnett building.
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both telephones. Sundays by appointment.
VETERINARY.
Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. S.
Veterinary surgeon and dentist.
Horses, cattle and hogs treated by
the latest, up to date, approved, scientific methods. OVfcee at Trimble's
stables. Old 'phone, 3; auto., 122.
FALL TERM.
Albuquerque Business College Opens
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping and PenmanEngship, Shorthand, Typewriting,
lish, Spanish and Mechanical Draw-

Officers and Directors.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST
II. F. RAYNOLDS

President
vice President
Cashier

Assistant Cashier
Director

U. S. DEPOSITORY.

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

&

'.

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

"

Santa Fe Railway

Company

The State National Bank
OF ALBUQUERQUE

.

DRIVER.

Bert Dlngley, who is said to be a great driver, but who has nver
In the east, will drive the
power
ca- -. entered
by Albert L. Pope In the Van l.rhi!t cup races on Long Island, Oct. 1 1. Tile
car is the same Dlngley drov.i In the Go: don Bennett race, and which met
with an accident on the first round.

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

WITH

Sept.

r
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I. H. COX, Manager.
Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Oas Fitting. A full line of bath room fixtures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.
Auto. 'Phone, 671.
412 W. Railroad Ave.
Colo. 'Phone, 234.
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0
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When you want any mill work done.
We don't keep you waiting. We get
out your work promptly. Our motto:
"No work, no pay we all work."
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Notice U hereby piven that the follow inj? township pints will be on file
in this office November IS, 1003, viz:
Township
Township
Township

L.

ESTABLISHED

fJ.

PUTNEY

WHOLESALE' GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

RAILROAD

AVENUE

ALULyUUKUE, N. M. A

CEMENT SIDEWALKS

We are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first clasg'
material and employ competent workmen, which Justifies us in giv.
Ins you a positive guarantee.
Our prices will compare favorably
v
with responsible competition.

Laughlin Hydraulic Stone Company

north, ranse 8 east.
north, ranse 9 east.
5 north, range 8 east.
On ami after above date we will be
ready to receive applications for
s in said townships.
MAN L'l'i, U. OTERO, Register.
FI1KD ML'LLKR, Receiver.
7

AUTOMATIC PHONE

4

711.

en-tr- h

WE

Faith Not Necessary.
You may l.e jn-- t as skeptical and pes
siieisMc as you please.
Kodol will
wh.it you eat whether you eat
dimt
or not. You in put your food in a
bowl, pour a llttlo Kodol Dyspepsia
fine on it and it will dige.-- t It the
same as it will in your stomach. It
can't In lp but cine Indigestion and Dyspepsia. It Is curing hundreds and

HAVE HIT THE

MARK

With our new rates
on residence
lighting.
See the Light Man

thousands some had faith ami some
didn't. Rod: will cure you if medicine can cure you, whether you have
fa :ih in it or not. Sold by a!l

i
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FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

Notice.

s

"OLD RELIABLE"

PLAN-

UnTted Stales Land Office, Santa Fe,
N. M., Sept. 27, l'J05.

at

1

I

I

FOURTH

f

and

t

it

'

CURE the LUNGS

W1IH

AM)

GOLD

AVE.

oocicooocoocxocoocoocoocr

KILLihe COUCH

a.--

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

Pr. King'

SANTA

FE,

N. M.

flow Discovery

bii.-h-

IPC

i

111
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

PREJ.

I

-

0

0

The Standard Plumbing & Heating Co.

ING MILL

j

I

McPHERSON, Vice President.
ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.

IOIOI

1.

What's the use of a helper if
he isn't willing? Willingness is an ample mantle which will al- most cover all the sins of serv- ice. But a classified advertise- ment in The Evening Citizen is a V
willing helper that is not only
absoultely competent, but also Is V
a willing worker. It works all
the time for you. It Is the best
and most economical publicity in
the world.
S

GO TO

i

i

5 to Oct. 3

Stopovers allowed In California. For particulars, call
on any agent.
II. S. LUTZ,
Agent.
J. J. BYRNE,
G. P. A., Los Angeles, Cal.

t
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1

0
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D. A.

WILLING HELPERS

I

sii-v-

O. N. MARRON, President.
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.

$25

ixxxrrarxxxxxxxxxxixxxxxxx

cl-ti-

si.-,',-,

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we should like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.

Second Class Colonist Rates

FARMERS

(

I

$100,000.00
$250,000.00

o

Pope-Toled-

-

California

$25

.

.

--
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CORBET & COLLINS,
Civil and Mining Engineers.
United
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
ASSAYERS.
East aide of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M

V

I

:

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

ASSAYERS.

sZtnr

i

$100,000
4

EVENING SESSION.
For particulars call or address
,G. S.. RAMSAY, Pres.
R. O. STOLL, Secretary.
Library building, East Railroad ave-

e

.

F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling- Barnett building.
ford, rooms
Albuquerque, N. M. .Both phone.
CIVIL ENGINEERS.

nue.

;.,

i

Capital and Stitplas

Crom-

ARCHITECTS.

.If

CO-OPERA-

i

i

block. Ainu jerque. N M
John H. Stingle.
ATTORNET-AT-LABulte U, N. T.
Armljo bullrtlnR, Albuquerque. N. M

4

ALBUQUERQUE, NEV MEXICO

well

I

HAVE LABOR UNIONS

WOULD

Office

ATTORNET-AT-LA-

Montezuma Trust Co.

ing.
DAY AND

Wards of Pneumonia.
AH coughs, colds and pulmonary complaints that are curable are quickly
TE
cured by One Minute Cough Cure.
Clears the phlegm, draws out Inflammation, and heals and soothes the affected parts, strengthens the lungs,
wards off pneumonia. Harmless and RECOGNITION OF ITS LABEL MAY BE ASKED BY THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF EQUITY, WHICH ORGANIZES FOR SECURING BETTER
pleasant to take. Sold by all
WORKINGMEN
CROP PRICES
WOULD BE PROTECTED, THE
'
PROMOTERS SAY.
TWO GOOD SANTA FE ITEMS
OF PERSONAL NEWS.
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. U Will or- must be forced ttf equitable terms or
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Walz and three ganized labor and the famiers ever be we will do his business
ourselves.
ons, of New York city, left Thurs- able to get together and ahsolutelyJ
Stores for Consumers.
day afternoon for their home, after a control alike the pay of all working-me"We do 'not mean by this that we
pleasant visit to Mr. Walz's sister,
and the cost of their daily ureail?
Mrs. T. B. Catron, at 210 (irant ave- With its principle of "business system shall make the mistake oilier farmer
nue. They we:e returning from a for the control of farm business," the organizations have made of starting
stores among farmers.
visit in California and to the Lewis American Society of Equity claims to
That has proven a failure. But co
end Clark exposition at Portland, be blazing the way.
Ore.
Although organized but three years operative fctores among consumers
Colonel and Mrs. Max Frost expect ago in this city, wheie its headquar- have been anil aru successful. We shall
to leave tomorrow for Washington, I). ters have always been, the society seek to have the people in the cities,
C, via Chicago. At I. amy they will numbers thousands of members all Ithe labor organizations, get together
be met by Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Brown
,n;
e
of Socorro, who will go with them.
,
k"rr
,1 aa "c"'iul,K
w
..,.,
consumers an
In Washington. Colonel Frost ami Mr.
!ani1
I
.i
Brown will attend the sessions of the the society's national convention to be share the dividends. This will cut
out
supreme council of the thirty-thirmiddleman. In Arkansas the
held
October L'll, an overture will A. S.the
of K. is now working extensively
of Ancient and Accepted Scot- likely here
be maile.
in connection with labor organizations
tish Kite of Free Masonry.
Get Their Prices.
and our plan Is daily giiiniiu; adherXI.
Secretary
"We
Wen.
,
Tubbs sivs:
A Pleasure to All.
ents."
cetby
proved
have
in
pruciiee
thai
No Pill is as pleasant and iwisitive !is
A till i nil libel
bus
!i, Lint...!
lil,
DeWitt's Lit'.le Darly I'.isers. These .mi. '"Minn
nil, ,a tills label tti;i lilt imiielv be rec
'"II
v
tin
nave
r
.
v.::at in
io dji; M bv ihe
Famous Little Pilis are so mild and e.iii,anie price
!'
ill Illisjill I'
feetiiui- - Mr me ation of recouiiliii.ii bv ll' latinei's of
effective that children, delicate ladies sen. We ai- no
.1
is,
a
i
a
ibacf
rs
s
much
for
mi
Ihe labor lllli.'ll label.: is one object
and weal; oeuule enjoy their cleansing
'
ii t as ill.
were reeeiviu-W- e si'iiulii in ibv proposed a'liiiai ;ou.
effect, while strong people say t
- '
e
s
in
renun.
yi
ai
ish'le
be.--t
are the
liver pills sold. Sold by
pol l bKtliKs u !,;
:ie obae. O g I'owel s MEXICO TO EXPLOIT
all druggists.
' a' c j
;!! cm'
ere jl ,. en
a:nl ci
HER MINING RESOURCES
ditictis. and i'i p .' desired. Knun
FINE APPLES GROW
In
repor, s v see n re averap s ami
ALSO IN LINCOLN COUNTY.
i:i Paso, Texas, del. !. A new lieledge our llli Illiiei's not lo sell until
(ii orge Cue, of Oleticoe, Lincoln lliey can Kct the average price which, part ure for the Mexican tvpuM.c is ,i j
county, arrived at Alamngordo with is based on equity, but always to
her mining re- '
il leeisioii lo adveriii-.sources abroad an, lln ie is nm pen.
two waitmi loads of very fine apples, when tney can vet tbat price.
which were reaaily disposed of to lootton! ing before ll:e Mexican nn:,:ivs a bill
"We have organized ,.ie
u.iibe an appi opr. a' ion p,r inisj
cal dealers. Mr. Cur's apples are cov- aniwi rs and by
ion with thc lo
repu .l.c considers
i'
eted because I bey are ery choice and Sou' hern Coiton (Irowers' association! w"lk. The
as paraii.ount lo
free lrom w,niis, (lie codling moth and lb'' Farmers' Kdiicational and Co-- lier milling resources,
ol
never hHing made its advent in bis oi eia'ive union we can now fix an all oil. el lesolil-Te- s
couiiuj, and
,. peiol, the
IS
to
Prel.
II,.
expiO.t
locality. He will liavi about 4ii,oun ,.,,;,;,!,,. p:
on raw cotton. The
Ainei
.i
an
repub.ic
ahe.i
of a'l o' tpon ml k of winter apil(
wheat growers are now being rapidly iers,
j
Mr. I'm is one of the pioneer fruit organized.
ller uiountains arc rich in gold,
men of the southwest mnl set his first
)1' course, theje are some farmers
r und copper, many of tn. iii have
orchard out when it was nothing but who do not sell at the price agreed
iipti scran-neami many ol
an expei iu'.i ut, and I e bad to haul on. We call hem 'dumpers.' because nevei
anwas ihey throw their crops on the markei Ihein are ynlii.hg tin if- mil.;.,;is
his trees lrom Socorro, which
nually lo the big op. lilting companies.
then tlie iieare.--t railroad station.
ai any price.
per cell! of w i.:c;, are (
olled bv
To Regulati Middlemen.
I'liiled Slati's capilal.
DALHART DESIRES TO BOND
' 'Will not giving lie l'aiine,- a highTo fun lo r iuiei.-.-FOR FIRE PURPOSES.
American capital
er price rai.-- e the cost to the laboring In her woiebrlul mining m.. unices
vi tiled bv the greater
A petiroii
man'.'' j on k me. I answer that it and furnish dala thai is accurate and
part of ihe fit .' lis of liu'l.art was will not niid for his reason
auihentie, the gov. rninenl proposes lo
"Tin- wealth produced by ihe farmer establish government bin. an.--, in conpresent d ' o t h i it y council asking
them to call at leel hut t o vot e on he a.. the laborer now goes largely to nection wnh its coiisu ai' service, in
propo.--i' ion ol b.nd:iig the ci'y in the the manipulator, the middleman.
Fur arious lai-'- e c.lics of the country.
of wheat sills for Whether '.lie b:!l pas.M-Hum of $".,"i'ii lor ihe piin.sc of pur- in ii.ii, a
congress ill
chasing fi e apparatus. Acting on the f I. but the aci of Hour w hich it time or not. the Mexican government
M'bi to the (onsiiiner for proposes to have a large exhibit at Ihe
of the ptiiiion. the mayor, ma!,
by order of the council. Iiu.i called the I
lie.l'P this big p. ol It the id - American .Mining coneros whin it
diemmi has the b products.
Three meets in this cuy on November II for
election for Tin sday. October 21.
From a member of the council we jcars m.'. i the tobucco brought the pro-- a week's session.
4'-T.e
c
a pound; it cost
to
learn thai it Is the sense of Ihe coun- duel r only
SARATOGA
CHIPS FRESH EV- cil to purchase l.tmn feet of addit huial ithe coiisuiiii r line to tiuc. In the light
bote, making I.H'iO feet in all, a cheiu- of such facts we say the middleman ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.
I

E. W. Dobson.

i

Her-mana-

t

DR. J. E. KRAFT.

Citizen's Readers Chance for Profit -- Everyone Ought to
Grasp this Opportunity.

SOME THINGS WHICH ARE
DOING IN SOCORRO,

Charles Uniton. who sold his stork
ranrh the first of the work to H. O.
LABEL
lUirsiim. has bought the Ytinker proptat
erty on North California street and
will make the place a home for him&ffllal Paper f Bernalillo Count) self and family.
J;imes Stevens is building the foundation fur a new xwer house at the
jjwifUaid rau ANraaea DttpctcliM.
(raphlc mine. Engines are to he In
Urptt City i4 Comfy ClrmhrttM.
stalled to compress air for the
Tat Larfwt Htm mk Clrtalitiaa.
air drills to be used In the
lirgett Northtra Artnaa ClrcyliWon
mine hereafter.
H. J. llagerman of Koswell, was a
TISMI OP tUIIcaiPTION!
visitor In Socorro yesterday. In a busitfi.Of
aaV W atafl. ana faar In adraoaa
ness trip over the territory Mr.
.tr
IS y kr all ana ntk
is taking note of public senLOT
Wttkh kr KaO. ana rar timent on the statehood question and
of other matters of public interest.
by Carrier, 60c per month
The Tnlomas Chief Mining company is publishing its articles of inTmm InanM Cm ran will to Mtrarad ta th
corporation.
The dl. ectors of the
company are Messrs. C. Maxeltine, H.
law rata at
aaata aar waak. a far
Mr
tmwmm 9m
R.
nth. kaa p4 Monthly.
A. True and Charbs
Swalne of
Host on: C. T. Hrown of Socorro, and
tiNrtklij Hits lull Inot 1 si Application J. C. I'lemmons. of Hillsboro.
m
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ECZEMA
Railroad Topics
ITCHES AND BURNS

Announcement has been ;...uU that new kind of a stove that has a mod-to- ;
for accommodating a coffee pot of
will be a general lncrea.- - in tlie
wages of all the telegrapher employed generous proportions, and within and
next to the coals a broiler on which
by the Northwestern railroad.
a m ft
the meat emi be cooked.
The purpose is not merely to heat
To Bet rid of some of lis old roll
ing stock, the Southern Pacific has the caboose ( there are at least 750
box tars cabooses on the Santa Ke system), but
destroyed by Are sixty-threto give trainmen an opportunity to
at San Antonio, Texas.
have warm meals, no matter where
The American club of Guadalajara, they may be stalled or held for orders.
Mexico is to give a ball on October 26 These stoves are r.ow being placed on
passenger the rystcm at the rate of about sixty
In honor of the general
agents of the American roads who are a month.
a a m
going to Mexico for the purpose of
KANSAS ROAD WILL HAVE
holding their annual convention.

there

e

MOTOR CARS.
O. J. Collman, general manager of
GASOLINE

fields of
of September totalled 113,876 barrels. Of
the total, the Olinda field produced
68,001 barrels, while the Bakersfleld
field produced 54,975 barrels. The Bow

The production of the oil
the Santa Fe for the month

the Kansas Southern & Gulf railway,
gave out a statement that the line
when completed will be equipped with
the new gasoline motor cats, which
are romlng Into such favorable prominence at this time. The high speed
of the motor cars will make it possible
to make four round trips each day
between Illaine, in Pottawatomie county, and Alama, In Wabaunsee county.
A domestication charter has been
secured for the Kansas Southern &
Gulf road. Action was commenced to
secure rights of way extracts and aid
bands, and grading will begin early
next spring.

of the wells Is keeping up remarkably
well, the trouble with the water in the
llakeisfield district having been practically abated.
In ordes- - to prevent future
on the Southern Kansas railway

tie-up- s

OF TUT.

Fist National

ul

--

AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS, AUGUST 25, 1005

motions

RESOURCES

Sometimes the disease is in the dr
w ales form on the
form, and bran-lik- e
kin, but the cause is the same humor
in tlie blood. Salves, cooling washes,
powders and the like can do nothing
more than relieve the itching, because
blood,
they do not reach the
the seat of the trouble. S. S. S. cures
by
neutralEczema and all skin diseases
izing the acids and carrying them off
through the proper channels. When
S. S. S. has done this the symptom
pass away, the blood is cooled and
the disease is
acid-lade-

Bank

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

n

Loans and Discounts,

n

of
Texas, one of the main branch lines
of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
system in the I'afchandle, through the
floods wnlch occur each year on the
cured permariver, the officers of the RAILROAD MAN APPROVES
nently. NotCanadian
hing acts so
Santa Fe have decided to construct
INSPECTION OF WRECKS.
pr 0 m p y or
ten miles of new track between GlaCharles W. Stranglen, supreme chief
surely in skin
zier and Canadian, two towns in the of the Brotherhood of Car Inspectors,
as
northern corner of Texas.
Car Builders and Hallway Mechanics, PURELY VEGETABLE. diseases
S. S. S., and it
MoseSecretary
plan
of
commends
the
management
of the Baltimore
The
at
same time acts as a tonic to the enley of the interstate Bommeree com tirethe
system! Book on Skin Diseases aud
& Ohio road has closed a contract
congress
to
the
mission
recommend
to
for ballasting, to coBt ll.oun.ooo. The passage of a bill providing for the any medical advice without charge.
of
contract calls for
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta, Ga.
of railroad wrecks.
the Chicago division from Chicago Investigation
go
my
judgement
not
is
"In
does
271
Junction to Chicago, a distance of
enough," said Mr. Stanglen. "In through the delays In handling freight
miles. It is stated that this is the far
should be made by ex at the freight houses, and a considerlargest contract of the kind ever let vestigation
perlenced railroad men, having in mind able amount Is lost to the railroads.
at one time and to one concern. It is the
of the public and the Through the
of shippers,
also said that it will take fully five best safeguarding
means of assuring these safe-- railroads and teamsters, it Is hoped
years to complete the work In the
suggest that the to increase the capacity of the freight
I would
manner prescribed by the railway. Jguarfls.
president select a commission com- - terminals 20 per cent, The railroads
I posed
of five membeis, that one be have promised to increase their forces
NOVEL EYESIGHT TEST
ON THE ST. PAUL ROAD. 'conversant with the rules governing of freight handlers and to spend conFor the purpose of making eye testa train operation, another with engine siderable money in Improvements to
and studying conditions under which and car construction, a third familiar their houses, and the shippers have
tiain signals are displayed, oculists with train inspection and the other of agreed to adopt rules governing the
loading and unloading of wagons,
will be placed on the engines that pull railroading."
" "
which will save much time.
the fast trains on the Chicago, Mil-- ! PROPOSED TO" PRODUCE
The fault of construction in the
waukee & St. Paul road. The tests
pass.
a
rain foh
freight houses, which limit their ca
will be made preliminary to a revision
general
agent
- J- Burns
for
the
pacity for the unloading and loading
of the system of examining trainmen Lj& Alton a passenger depart-I- n
of teams, will be remedied, and more
for defects of sight, and may result
a
City,
received
letter
will be opened, so that a greater
a change In the present manner of :mnt at Kansas
living doors
number of teams can be accommodlsplaving lights and semaphore arms. a few hdays ago from a fe low
Mo.,
who
line near Marshall,
dated at once.
The Brotherhood of Locomotive En- - down ne ha(l
Proved to his own satis- trtnecra is resnonsible for the unlnue sai''
'
produce
rain
that he could
test. The roadmen have complained faction
WHY IT SUCCEEDS.
whenever wanted. The fellow asked
that their eyes are tested theoretically for
an annual pass for himself and
rather than along practical lines.
and.
assistants, saying in return he would Because It'e for One Thing Only,
Albuquerque Is Learning to Apprego down the road to any point when
SANTA FE EMPLOYES
ciate This.
WELL PROVIDED FOR. needed and bring down boutoous showNothing can be good for everything.
An Innovation is being inaugurated ers. As the Alton had been suffering
Doing one thing well brings sucby the Santa Fe at the Olinda oil from too much rain, and had its tracks
twenty
cess.
Mr.
water
miles,
under
for
products,
a
Among
the
fields.
other
Doan's Kidney Pills do one thing
large amount of gas is secured from Burns answered the letter saying that
might be a good proposition if he only.
it
a
wells,
considera
which
has
oil
the
They cure sick kidneys.
proved to the satisfaction of others
ble commercial value. The
propfBod. but
They cure backache, every kidney
ne
he
fuel!"""
gas
some
for
has for
time used
f
til. me same iiuie il uiiui uc w en iu 111.
up some scheme to make It stop
Here Is Albuquerque evidence to
for taking the gas to the residences get
prove It.
raining
came
of
when
too
much
it
more
employes,
which
number
of its
Mrs. W. C. Wood, residence 720
than 100. Each residence of an em- down.
South Broadway, says: "When on a
ploye will have natural gas for dovisit to Fall City, Mass., I learned that
mestic purposes. They already have HISTORICAL SOUVENIR
Doan'g Kidney Pills had been a house
BY
UNION
PACIFIC
by
lights
water
furnished
electric
and
passenger
of the hold necessity In that city 'for years.
department
The
company.
the
Union Pacific has just Issued a valua- Naturally when a person has back
ble historical souvenir of that great ache themselves and friends, acquaintCHANGE WHICH THE
which should be prized by any ances and relatives continually insist
road
PULLMANS CONTEMPLATE. one Interested
in the early days of that a particular remedy shall be tried,
January
Is
1st
reported
that after
It
great west. It is i you at last consent. I used Doan's
railroading
in
the
company
will
the
abolish
the Pn'dman
lithograph of j Kidney Pills and they stopped an ag- shape
large
in
of
a
the
superintendents,
offices of division
aitacK 01 Dacaacne, oniy one
leaving the handling ot the buslnesa uenerai u. a. urant ana pany ai ine.gravatea
many which have occurred In the
of
Sanders
at
of
time
visit
Fort
their
t'up
of
in
entirely
the bands
distiict
past. When I came west I brought
sup; rlntende...a, who would .tpcit d". near Laramie station in Wyoming, In with
me a dozen boxes of Doan's Kid
iJVtly
ney pills, long before they were ex
men
distinguished
the
..Among
at
present.
superintendent
as
division
party
General Grant were tenslvely known in New Mexico, at at
The change, should ic go into effecc, General G. M. Dodge,
chief engineer present. I have not the slightest hes
following
four
would dispense with the
General ltatlon in publicly stating that I know
railway;
of
Union
the
Pacific
WagC.
superintendents:
R.
division
Gibbon, from experience as well as observa
P.
John
Sheridan,
H.
General
Merrill,
Chicago;
ner,
New York;
J. S.
J. C tion that this remedy can be absO'
General
W.
T.
General
Sherman.
D.
Philadelphia,
Martin,
and
James
il. Potter, General Adam Kautz, General
lutely depended on In all cases of kid
Martyn, St. Louis.
W. S. Harbey, General Adam Slemmer ney complaint causing backache, lumand General Frederick Grant, besides bago, or other symptoms which fol
NEW ELECTRIC LINE
the wake of that far too preva
CONTEMPLATED FOR KANSAS. a number of ladles, and T. C. Durant, low inannoyance.
The estimating and plans depart- president of the construction company lent
For sale by all dealers. Price, 50
ment of the WestingTiouse Electric & of the Union Pacific railroad.
Co., Buffalo, N.
In the early fifties it took the over- cents. Foster-MllburManufacturing company is getting out
.. sole agents for the United States
days aud twenty-plans, estimates and specifications for land mall twenty-threKememher the name Doan's and
hours to mako the trip from
the complete electrical construction one
take no other.
and equipment of the Kansas City & St. Ixjuis to San Francisco, and ten
Topeka Interurban line, of which Hor- years later the "pony express" reace C. Stillwell of Anderson and Geo. quired nine days to travel from St. COLLISION AT MOUTH
OF DETROIT RIVER
E. McCulloch of Muncle, two promi- Joseph, Mo., to San Francisco. Now
Detroit, Mich., Oct. 9. The big tug
nent Indiana electric railroad men, the modem "overland limited" of the
are the chief promoters. No details Union Pacific makes the trip from Winslow, owned by the Reid Wreckof the dans or figures of the esti Chicago to San Francisco "in less than ing company, wrecked her cabins in a
collision with the steamer W. H. Mack
mates are disclosed, as they are not:tnrt'e days
near the mouth of the Detroit river.
yet completed or ready for submisRAILWAYS
AND
SHIPPERS
The tug will be out of commission
sion for approval. It is stated that
FOR
SPEED.
COMBINE
the rest of the season.
the line will be about sixty miles long
ter-- J
Chicago
Chicago
shippers
aud
The Winslow was towing an oil
and the employment of the single
e
a
foun1
r"ai18
h"
ral
'" barKe when something went wrong
phaee system is under consideration, j """f1, I'il.tr in Ihn liiiitriinuiiit t r fn.
i.wu
Wtn the Mack wliicn was Just ahead.
cilitate the handling of freight at the t.aushl); that ,,.;,,,. t s!ui(.r
EVERY SANTA FE TRAINMAN
towar,i
freight
team
houses.
and
tracks
COOK,
M,Hr)(1(
TO BE HIS OWN
to pass
tlle ll!Ulk As Ul(!
ot
shippers
Representatives
and
the
cof"Broil your steak and boil your
aslorn th(, Miu.k backed up and her
representatives of the railroads met at failtail rak,,(,
fee in your own caboose."
niKj
0.,ry (.ni,,iz.
by
Midway
recently,
tne
club
and
niu
ji,, h,,r Thf, oi, ,.lrp, thn immp,M
This general iule of life Is to be
o- agreed
pladge
parties
both
to
tual
creamer amidships without
followed by brakemen and railway
lmo
conductors who guide Oriental freight operate to bring about better condl - (ll)inK 'Hnv njurv,
;
east,
jtions.
trains or takP California fruit
"Dilp, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
It was estimated that more than
The Santa Fe is just introducing in
the caboose of its freight trains a $C,0O0 a day Is lost to the shippers fetter cook with safe gaa.
'

REPORT OF .THE CONDITION

The return of warm 'weather moans
return of torture to Eczema sufferer.
The blond is charged with burning aciite
and acrid matter which is forced to the
surface through the pores and glands,
forming pustule") which discharge a stick j
fluid, aud the itcliiug it intense.
The doctors unlit I
pnntnUr
It would break cut in mall white
ulra, mostly on my lacs
and hand,
lschariririir a sticky fluid; crusts would
form and drop off, lnavinir tlie tihin red
ami inflamed. 1 wrs tormented with
the itching and burmi.r choracter-lftti- e
of the disease for five year, end
during- - the time used various rusticated
soaps, ointments and washoe, bu ttva
spplicBtions seemod to make me
After taking1 S. S. 8. a short tim .
to improve; the itch in if did not
worry mo so much. I ccminiiei the
medicinn. and soon allraytbe uifly r
skin is m ai
disappeared and
I havo not neon
clear as anybody's.
troubled with auy breaking; out since.
K.
KELLY.
Urbaua, O.

ht

PAGE THREE.

LIABILITIES

Bonds, Stocks, Real Estate,

63,222.60

Capital and Profits,
Circulation,

Banking House and Furniture,
United States Bonds, $ 323,009.00

3S,500.00

Deposits,

Cash and Exchange,
Total,

$1,191,220.39

--

-

-

$ 285,030.28
200,000.00

-

--

-

-

2,470,928.21

1,663,015.50

1,340,015.50
-

-

-

Total,

$2,955,958.49

-

-

-

-

$2,955,958.49

1

Depository of the

0

Evening Citizen VVantsI
One Cent Per Word for Each IrtMirfiona
lasers proper classlflcatloa idi for this cslana nasi be la tbc office

Te
p. a.

I

RENT Furnished room. 213
West Marquette.
safe. Apply
FOR RENT
to F. F. Trotter.
FOR RENT Rooms with board. 315
South Third street.
Two furnished rooms
H)lt RENT
Inquiie at
for lilit housekeeping.
3i0 North Broadway;
FT)R RENT
Nice room, everything
41 i Ncrth Secnow and pleasant.

...

,,,

ond stnet.
hOR RENT Two large store room's,
centrally located. Inquire 312 West

Lead avenue.
FUR RENT Two elegant rooms, suitable for man and wife. 413 North
Hoa:d if preferred.
Second street.
rooms for
FUR llENTFuruisheil
housekeeping. Large a. id airy. Corner of Sixth street mid Railroad
avenue.
rooms for
FOR RENT Two Tliea
light housekeeping.
Mrs. H. E.
Rutherford, corner of Broadway and
Iront avenue.
FOR RENT Sunny, beautifully furnished front room, with alcove; private home; very pleasant for lady.
--

is tlie

i
i

bit

Prepare.
Anheu.scr-Ku.sc-

li

:.

''

1

y

i

Brewing Ass'n

St. LouW. I'. S.

A.

Auto. Phone 292.

jOST

gold-plate-

d

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE) RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and ag high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
One
Time:
and strictly private.
month to one year given. Goods remain in your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and tee na before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Orant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE! OFFICES.

Correct
C om m e r cia,l

re RESTAURANT
AT ALL HOURS. Quick

MEALS
time, good service, at leasonable
prices. The nearest place In Alba
querque to Santa Fe depot. Open
day and night. Bar In connection,
LYNN, HAVEN BAY, and BLUE
POINT OYSTERS in any atyle. First
street and Sliver avenue, opposite de
pot. Meal tickets, 21 meals, for $5.

rrinting
.

.

m

Thc

CITIZEN JOB Room

TAILORING

-

OVER NO. 209 WEST
AVENUE, O. BAM
RAILROAD
BIN), PROPRIETOR.

UPSTAIRS,

My merchant tailoring ehop Is upNo. 20'J West Railroad avenue, where I solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed

.1.

first-clas-

de

buenos stielilos.
Vayansn para Lamar o Rocky Ford
de una vez.
Companla Ameiicana do Betabel.
(American Beet Sugar Company.)
NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION.

S

froarmma

.

Blank Book

...f--

iTt
prlntor knowm
how to do ....
iVST

vory thing m

BUILDING

me8"

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

0

La cosecha del betabel en el vecln-darl- 0
de Rocky Ford y Lamar, Colorado, coinenza:a dentro de unos dlas.
A
Se neceslta tin gran numero do
v
pagaran
Los labradores
o

'JZZZ.

C. UVIiDRIDOTC

PAINT
Covers more, looks best, wears
longest, most economical, fuil

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

O. BAMBINI.

Campos

Lattmr Haadm

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

as I have had fifteen years' experience In the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
repaired. The specific I use will not
injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.
en los
Betabel.

0

ZZZZZI

stairs over

Trabajo

0

OOOOtOOtO0COO(

Open Evening.
WHERE TO DINE WELL

Buen

3

ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
freight service. Steamship tickets to all parte
Fast passenger-an- d
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N. M., with the El Paso & Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver & Rto Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Tour business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS.
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT. Asst. Secy, and Trees
J. P. LYNO.
A. L. GRIMSHAW,
City Frt. and Pass. AgL
Traveling Fit. and Pass. Agt
GENERAL OFFICES.....
8ANTA FE, N. M.

Co
Money
Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Hones,

MERCHANT

Cola Phone

SUNSHINE

on

SANTA

Ice Company

ASK FOR DIAMOND ICE.

Santa Fe Central Railway System

sterling silver,
N. Y. Athletic club medal, laa night
at the Casino. Return to this office
and receive reward.
A

&

Albuquerque

"

PAPER
Alwaya
piaster. Lime, Cement,
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, etc.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
.

.

Foundry and Machine Works J
?. f. MALL. Proarter..
o
Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber

Iron and Brass
Cars; Shaftings
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts tor
Buildings.
Ropolra on Mining and Mill Machinery o Bpaclalty
'
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, H. M.

!OOOa0OO

o
T

O IOI

CARRIAGE TRIMMING AND RE(H. E. No. 8471.)
PAIRING
SIT. West Lend iivenue.
Department of the Interior, Land office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 25,
Apartments in Park
FOR RENT
Harnesa, Spring Wagona Built to
1905.
View terrace, eight rooms each;
Order.
Notice Is hereby given that the folmodern equipment throughout. H.
lowing named settler has filed notice
H. Tilton. room 1!. ('.rant block.
HORSESHOEING
Nicely furnished front of his intention to make final proof
FOR KENT
rooms, single or en suite; private in support of his claim, and that said
CARRIAGE
PAINTING
be made before the
family; for husband anil wife, or proof will
clerk at Albuquerque, N.
two ladies. Address W, this of-- f probate
o
M., on November 4, 1905., viz.:
ice.
Valencia, for the southwest
Road ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.
FOR RENT Two larso store rooms, quarter of
section 2, township 8 north, 10 Cor. First Street and Tljtraa
warehouse and twelve living rooms. ranne 6 east.
Miitable for hotel purposes, with
names the following witnesses
large yard in rear and all neces-t-ur- to Heprove
his continuous
residence
outhouses. Eve yttilng new and uion and cultivation of said land, viz.:
modern. Mrs. llrault, corner of
Jacobo Valencia, of Chlllll, N. M.;
Broadway and Marquette avenue.
QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors
Jose Mora, of Chilill, N. to.; Alejandro Ronqulllo, of Chilill, N. M.; Adam
FOR SALE
Lopez, of Clilill. N. M.
FOR SALE Cheap, l:i
saddle
MANUEL. R. OTERO.
pony; a'iM good driving ixjuy.
Register.
South Second street.
FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies, Imported
display
brTck
window
the Rio
boiire,
of
See
the
Full .SALE Six riiu
sad Domestic Wines and Cognac. The coolest and highest grade of
Globe
Mills
Woolen
the
at
Grande
avenue
and
corner of Manjuette
Ugur served. Finest and best tluipoavid and Domestic Cigars.
Fifth street; modern; $3,200. E. II. store, then ask for those 3.50 walking
bklrts.
&.
Co.
Dunbar
y

fuoil in liquid form.

jt
),n"-'1-

Southwestern Brewery

Don-aclan-

e

ilruists nul

or

LOST?

second-han- d

FOR

TRADE MARK.

Sold by all

1

FOR RENT

For it contains the reat building and health
producing properties the system demands.
That's why the most successful doctors prescribe
in their practice that's why their
patients recover so quickly and so surely.
Malt-Nutrin-

cook-in- g

d

convalescents ami all wlio need Strength and
Health to take the, ideal Food Drink,

!'V.

ith

plea-sant-

Pii3'siciaEis Advise

Malt-Xutrin-

w

la what we are Mm wNd every
one who testa tea aeKetewe tle-vanal strengthening auailMee.
There le ne warm weather
erage that can oempare wtth
this refreshing drtnk en a warm
day.. It le net enly pleaaant a
taste, but Is Invlgeratlng anal
wholesome. $3 par caae of two
dozen e,uartas; 92 per caae of
two doaen pints.

d

Gentlemen's
clothing. No. 615 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTED
First class dressmaking,
also cleaning and remodeling ot ladies' clothes. At 113 Iron avenue,
three doors south of the Congregational church.
WANTED At once, assistant manager for branch supply office and headquarters for salesmen. No Investment required. Permanent. Salary
$1S weekly. Commission extra. Address, Manufacturer, Como block,
Chicago.
By Chicago wholesale
WANTED
and mall order house, assistant
manager (man or woman) for this
county and adjoining territory. Salary $20 and expenses paid weeiv'v;
expense money advanced.
Work
position permanent. No
investment or experience required.
Write at once for full particulars
envelope.
and enclose
Thomas J. Cooper & Co., 132 Lake
street. Chicago, 111.
WANTED By Chicago manufacturing house, nerson of trustworthiness
and somewhat familiar with local
territory as assistant in branch office. Salary $18 paid weekly. Permanent nositlon. No investment re
quired.
Previous experience not
Address,
essential to engaging.
Manager Branches, Como Block,
cnicago.

'

MOPS

assist

WANTED

"

MALT

Girl "To

ave-111-

.

-

LouU

e

n

i'l

bt,

and housework. 315 South Third
street.
v A.N 1 ED
Man to worn around city
home. Good position for responsible
man. "A.," this office.
WANTED
Ladles to bring ihelr hair
work to Mrs. H. E. Rutherford. All
kinds done to order. 113 Iron

e

llir,

1

Brain Brokart

(Ine.

Pllsnor Boor

1

WANTED
WANTED Clean rags. Inquire at
The Citizen office.
WANTED Three painters, highest
wages. C. A. Hudson.
WANTED
Koouiers and uoarderB.
417 West Silver avenue.

j

NCN

t
for book

917 Chemical Building,

WANTED

WITH OCX

t o'clock

FOR SALE A otandard revolving
show case, fine condition. Apply at
lu West Gold avenue.
Equse on
FOR SALE Two-roolugli street In Highlands; lota of
trees, etc; lot, 62x142; f'JOO. El H.
Dunbar Ac Co.
FOR SAlTEGood resaurant coin"
plete or partly furnished. Cheap, If
sold at once. 120 West Silver avenue.
FOR SAEE One driving horse, gentle; 1 set single harness; 1 rubber-tireroad wagon, 2 saddles and bridles. Inquire of A. B. McMiilen, 119
South Walter street.
FOR SALE 1, the undersigned, will
receive bids for the frame building
now occupied by S. Benjamin & Co.,
West Railroad avenue,
blch is to
be taken away or torn down, as the
purchaser may choose, as It must be
off the lot where it now stands on or
about January 1, 190G. J. L. La
Driere, Architect, rooms 2G and 27.
Harnett building, city
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MOVIXG ALBEMARIE MACHINERY

sti

CRY OF THE HEART TO BE

TO SANTA FE AT THORNTON

Percy E. Purbour. engineer for the
Navaho Oo.d M'nltm company, who Is
engaged In mmins the machinery of
the Albemarl" ndd to the Santa Fe
railroad at Thornton, spent yesterday
here and left f"' Thornton this morning. Mr. Hut our says that a though
the progress of moving the machinery
of the old mil! han been retarded much
by the elemen's. first ly heavy rains
washing out the roads, then by th'3
high water in the Kb' Grande, they
are now nboni to complete the Job.
The work Is r iiiiilng the services of
a large number of teams and

KEPT IN kEMEMBRANCE
Bv 'VilliAtn Mothtrwdl

"

Bunlnpss Manager

When I beneath the cold red earth am sleeping
Life's fever o'er,
Will there for me be any bright eye weeping
That I'm no more?
Will there be any heart still memory keeping
Of heretofore?
,

MUCH EASY LYING
It Is claimed that a noted Mretgner, after a trip
through the United States, was asked which of American
characteristics Impressed him most forcibly. He replied:
' The!:- easy lyn ;; li. matters portninm ? to 'msiiuM'."
Recently two instances, eacii nursed by the f Manual
standing of those interested as well as by the publicity
given to the occasion, would si .cm t M.si.ln tlu foreigner
f i.
in his c "l
One of these is the declaring by lh I'liila lelphia At
Reading Railway company of a 20 pt r ivut profit. Two
years ag.) the mam business of the I'hilailelpiii.i & Reading was for mon'hfi paiaiyzod by the great anthracite
strike, because I'rsidmt l..iv nnl his associates maintained 'hat the it er( a.,e I wag 's di'ui.iedeil woiiul wipe
For many months thou,
out the profits of the business.
sands of miners were Idle, the mines desolate, the railways rusting, the district a scene of rioting and finally a
theater of war for the militia, the coal consumers of the
country held up for high prices and the business Interests
or the entire land afu-ctcbeyond measure. Millions or
dollars were lost by the miners and operators alone. Millions more were lost by the commerce of the country at
large. Men and women and children were killed and
maimed and rendered homeless. All because the Reading
railway, the head of the anthracite trust, maintained that
higher wages to the miners could mean only the wiping
out of the operators' profits. The strong arm of the national government forced an arbitration. As a result the
miners were granted 10 per cent increase half what was
asked.
According to the Reading's contention, Its profits
should have been cut In two. If 20 per cent increase
would have wiped out all profit, a 10 per cent increase
must have wiped out half of it. Hut the Reading's profits
this year are larger than ever before in the life of the
Business. The facts show that the resistance to the miners' demands, the rioting, the deaths, the starvation, the
paralysis of business and all the unutterable horror and
devastation of the great strike, were based upon a He.
More recently at the convention 'of the American
Street Railway association In Philadelphia It was solemnly asserted that the average cost of carrying a passenger
cents, and that It Is yet to be demonstrated that
is 4
a general fare of 5 cents Is not the proper amount. Enormous fortunes have been made out of street railways on
fare basis, and this in the years when the
a
changes from horse cars to cable and from cable to elecbases the
tricity ate up mountains of money. On a
street railways of the country are paying dividends n
first and second mortgages, on preferred and common
stock, watered to the limit. Wipe out every street railroad
in the country and offer the franchises at public auction,
and the capitalists of the country would hasten to Invest
fares.
their money in
-

When the great winds through leafless forests
rushing,
Like sad hearts break;
When the swollen streams o'er crag anil gully
gushing.
Sad music make;
Will there be one, whose heart despair Is crushing,
Mourn for my sake?

.

When no star twinkles with its eye of glory,
On that low mound;
And wintry winds have with their ruins hoary
Its loneness crowned;
Wid there be then one versed in misery's story
Pacing it round?

weakness and a wickedness to borrow
From hearts which bleed,
The waillngs of today for what tomorrow
Shall never need.
A

LEARNING OUR WAY

well-to-d-

o

The Congressional visitors were expected to arrive
in Raton yesterday afternoon. It will lie a pity if this
visitation shall be conducted after the manner of the
Ueverldge party or after that of the Curtis and Willits
visit. The visitors should take time to see the country'
and ascertain the wishes of the people on statehood.
Now, when violation of law has become so notorious
in the financial life of the United States, and when the
imue is sharp heiAveen the enforcement of law and its
violation in special privilege. It is opportune to recall that
homage to elemental law which Richard HooKer formulated in what has been regarded as one of the finest passages In the English language: "Of law there can be no
leBS acknowledged than that her seat Is in the 1osoiu of
God, her voice the harmony of the world. All things In
heaven and earth do her homage the very least as feeling her care, and the greatest as not exempted from her
power."

were all In excellent health and spirits
and looked forward to a pleasant

Lay me, then, gently In my narrow dwelling
Thou gentle heart;
And though thy bosom should with grief be
swelling.
Let no tear etart;
it were In vain for time has long been
kneeling;
,
Sad one, depart!
.
t ,
INDICATED

CAST OF THE

Miss Viola Kremer and Mlsg Agnes
Stillborn announces the opening of a
studio in rooms
Harnett block.
Miss Kremer Is a graduate of the
Michigan Conservatory of Music at
Detroit, Mich., and will teach voice
and piano. Miss Stillhorn is a recent
arrival from New York and wlli take
a limited number of pupils in drawing
and water colors. Studio hours from
9:30 to 12, S. to 4:30.
35-3- 6

COUNTENANCE

From London Lancet

J

I
PAY
THE HIGHEST CASH
PRICE
YOUR
FOR
RAILROAD
TICKETS. SEE ME BEFORE YOU
SELL OR BUY. PAULSEN'S ASSOCIATION
114
TICKET OFFICE,
WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.

Associated with the various occupations in ilfe there
is undoubtedly a type of face which more or less betrays
the calling of its owners. Medical men, especially in hospital practice, find acquaintance with these types valuable. They may not be able, with the shrewdness of SherCalifornia
has
lock Holmes or of his still acuter brother to read a man's
past, present and future by a glance at him in the street, strength but
flavor.
but they are able to gauge with considerable accuracy
but lacks
how far the history of the case, as given by the patient, Trieste has
Is a truthful one, and how far It fits with his probable strength.
Schilling's Best is
occupation in life. Calling must certainly have some inthe
two
mixed,
nothing else,
fluence over the physiognomy of the cabman, the omnibus driver, the butler or the groom. Each frequent.y no color.
The
next - best
possesses a type of face which wears so characteristic au
mustard
sold
here
is
weak but
vocaexpression as to make It not difficult to identify the
tion accompanying it. We speak also of the legal face, has good flavor.
the scientific face, the ecclesiastical face, the musical
Your grocer's; moneybaclc.
face and artistic face, the dramatic face and the military
face.' This Is merely a broad classification, but we disbelieve In the claims of the keen observer to an ability
Nj have heard "of hosto differentiate to a finer degree.
pital physicians who claimed to be able to say from a
glance at the face that this or that man was a butcher,
a grocer, a bank clerk, a commercial traveler, a stock
broker, wine .merchant, and so on. We think that the
fame of these medical men as rough and ready detectives
has been largely manufactured for them by enthusiastic
clinical clerks, but that many medical men do possess
great Insight Into the occupations of those who come before them Is a truism. The question Is often debated
whether physiognomy Is a growth of vocation or whether
It shows that the vocation chosen Is in accordance with
the particular capacity and ability of the person to whom
tnn
it belongs. In other words, If the barrister does not show
the "legal face," the aspiring priest the "ecclesiastical
face," the medical student tho "physiclauly face," the soldier the "military face," and so on, Is that a sign that
they have mistaken their calling? is the man who
"doesn't look a bit like a doctor" likely to fall because his
MONDAY
phyeiognomonlc qualification Is wanting? Or will he,
whatever his original features, gradually come to acquire
A Deserted
the type of the profession to which he belongs? The answer to the question is, of course, that both theories are
scientific
right. A certain kind of a face, the
Bride
face, is so often seen among modern medical students as
is
to prove that the owner of that cast of countenance
likely to adopt medicine as a career. Conversely, whatTUESDAY
ever the original cast of features a medical man may have
possessed, the anxious, delicate and absorbing work of
medical practice will put a stamp upon them. Ixndon
A Man From
Lancet.

mustard
lacks

flavor

ELKS' THEATRE
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Mexico

BUSIEST YEAR.

Nation's bank clearings for week ended September 3o
were 2,547,Oimi,imio; 25.8 per cent increase over l!u4.
s
Minneapolis is having 'million bushel days."
swauiped.
.St an (J a rd Oil unerased exports since January 1
60,0f)U.O0o gallons.
Pennsylvania railroad has ordered 175, i
tons
steel, niggest order eer given.
I'uget sound saw mills filling orders from China for
25,000,000 feet of lumber.
Day, night and Sunday work cau l fill foreign orders
for electrical apparatus.
Eiglity-fimrailroads show Increase gross earnings of
10.10 per cent for first half of 15i5.
Wheat cop worlli f ;,(Nmi,imhi nioie ilian in l'.'"4; con,

X

qJUlTl)

Three Doll.irs is a very popular Hat price these days. It suits the average Man.
sorts of returns for their money.
many Men pay this price for a Hat, tiiey get-al- l

I I A. W 13 S

You get the best Hat your money can buy anywhere for the price.
come in Soft Hats and Derbies.

MANBELL

M.

MADE FRfOM

Kail-road-

PRESS OF SOUTHWEST

writing there are fourteen settlers, and three more liook-ed- .
Several families in Texas are now winding up their
business to come and locate. We now have twenty-eigh- t
children of the school age. There is to be a school house
I. mil. lS.xJ'J, in the near future.
$,'iO,tMHl,iMi0 more.
There has been an abundance of produce raised this
Raw silk Imports for l!)'1") six limes greuier than in
year on lie sod; coin, like coons by the tail, oats world
1885.
'
iid, watermelons big and plenty for the .Ioni ses.
w::boiii
The Raton Range says that "the meeting of the ity Suiiihs Hii-- Johnsons, cucumbers, peas, okra, pumpkins,
council liehl in the (late City Tuesday evening was t In- cushaws. weet potatoes, in fact everything that has beep
tried. Some corn Is ripe now, and the same about t he
most interesting session held for months. The attt n
get a new pencil two years from now
ance was excellent. All the members of the council wi re beans. Win
present and a large number of interested citlens filled Pinyon will be in the front. Cloudcrott Silver Lining.
the council chamber. Many matters of interest were disIn Orphan Girls' Home.
cussed by the city's legislative body, and many plans for
Kaiiiona Cordova, the litle S year old blind girl who
improving the condition of the town at large were considered, on which action will be taken at a later meet- was left un orphan by the death of the mother who adopting. Every member of the council apparently had some ed her when she was a year old, Mrs. Pacheco, two weeks
plan for the upbuilding and betterment of Raton and sur- ago, her natural mother deserting her at that age, was
roundings and it wa very plain to the spectator that accompanied to Denver last week and placed in a CathoRaton's city council works In season and out of season lic Sisters' Home for Orphan Girls, where she will make
for the improvement of the town." Thut Is as it should her home until she is self supporting. Considering the
be, not alone in Uaton, but in every incorporated town fact that she is totally blind there will be every opportunami city in New Mexico. Then would the territory ex- ity given her to learn so that when she gains her maturity she will have some talent or occupation whereby she
perience a
never before realized.
can make her living.
It Is pleasing to know that this unfortunate little girl
leading cities
The building record for twenty-eigh- t
of tin- - country for August
a gain of 4S per rent has secure ! so good a home. Springer Stockman.
over the same month last year. It jumped from $.15.01111,-(m(- i
'
to S
One thing that may be said for some of the guilty
packers when they were caught with the goods they
New York burglars make no discrlmiua' ion between promptly acknowledged their crime.
anything that's loose ami anything that's lied down.
They evin can awav l.&no pound safes in broad
At Hickory
Somebody go and tell the president:
It 1111. Pa., Mr. and Mrs. Allen C. Deppe, at the age of 4"
years, are the parents of six se:s of twins and eleven
Henry Clews, In his lai-- t weekly Financial lteview, other childreu. so tho newspapers say. One of the newsIs Certainly very bearish in bis opiuon and advice. He papers even goes so far as to say: "Perhaps the Deppes
says that extreme conservatism In stock buying at thin are anxious to have Hickory li nil become entitled to a
first class postuffue.
time can hardly be too strongly recommended.
11

Fine Clotlhiinif and
H?

O. F. O.
WHISK E Y
Bottled In Bond.

urmshinris

M. BERQER

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
Distillers,
FRANKFORT,

114 West Copper Avenue.

Kt.

MELINI & EAKIN

? BAIN AND OLD HICKORY WAGONS

Sole Agents.
Automatic Phone, 199.

ooooooooooogooooooooo
O.

DINSDALE

LIVER
STABLE

HIGHLAND

4m- -

J. KORBER

Boarding Horses a Specialty
XXXXOCXXXXX)OOOOCXXDOOOCOO

HOUSE

O. F. PL ATT,
The real cleaner and dyer. Ladles' and gentlemen's
fine
clothes a specialty. Portieres,
lace curtains, etc. 1411 North
Fifth street. Old 'phone, Red,
9RR.9
Antnm;.. 'nliAni K7C
OOC)OOOOCXXXX)OCXXXXXXX)CXX)

"The

Easy Payments

Installment Plan

Albuquerque Hatters

and Steam Cleaners
Hats cleaned and blocked in any style.
Clothing steam cleaned and pressed.
Corner of Thltd street and Gold avenue, in the car.
JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

STAGE LINE

Carries the United States mall;
only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Alhuquerque every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble &
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N. M.

M.

FURNITURE,

STOVES, RANGES,

IRON BEDS, BEDDING,
ART SQUARES,

WINDOW SHADES,
CAMPING OUTFITS,

Household Goods, Bought, Sold or Exchanged

BORRADA1LE & CO.

117 Gold Avenue, - Albuquerque, New Mexico

Time, Labor
and Money

DRAGOIE

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
all kinds of Fresh Meat
300 North Broadway, Corner of Washington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.

The saving of time means comfort
The saving of labor means ease. The
saving of money means economy. All
these savings can beet fee attained by
Installing a

AMBULANCE
For Moving the Sick or Injured.
Prompt Seilve Day or Night

PENINSULAR RANGE

STRONG'S SONS

In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
superior. In durability they last longer. One-thir-d
better than
any other. You are most oordlally Invited to examine our new
line.

Prices

In

Plain Figures

Old stoves taken
THE McBRAIN

FREE MFE

INSURANCE

l.,i-Ur-

n

1

t

niie of those tieauti'ii! 50 loot luls in the

J

Highlands by paying $10.00

0
g

AdilitiiMi.

Down, balance $1.00 per Week.

And

if

a clear

deed without further payments.

at

3Q

and Up

fair valuation.

FURNITURE

O0OOOOOOOOO

CO.,

205

Gold

Ave.

OiOeOSOSOeOSOSOtOOO

Nice Line of Unredeemed Tailer- Made and High Price Overcoats, for
A

Sale Cheap, at

JT

f'Xv

J

ROSENFIELD, the Pawnbroker
"THE

you

die before the lot is paid for wo will make your

lulls

& CO.,

Albuquerque, N. M.
Corner 1st St & Copper Ave.

XXXXXXDOOOOCOOOOOCXJOOOO

75.
Automatic, 147
Seats on Sale Saturday, October 7, at Colo. Phone,
Matson's Book Store.
Citizen want ads get tho business.
PRICES
25c, 50c, 75c and $1. Try one.

Piiiy

2

CARRIAGES, BUGGIES and
HARSPRING WAGONS,
NESS and SADDLES, at
SAVING PRICES.
MONEY
Everybody welcome to look
through our three-floo- r

Albuquerque, N. M.

--

I

These splendid Hats

The Happy Housewife

that

r

While
When

Who takes pride In her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful, and her
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
and light.

The Pinyon Country.
no one except stockmen paid any attention to the pinyon country until two years ago lust August
when the first two settlers came in to stay. At this
It seems

P

THE CELEBRATED

O. W.
SELECTIONS

FALL

DERBY

ANNOUNCEMENT!

it

BY

Mali

if

the party which had accompanied her

on her visit to Peking, sailed from
here Saturday for the United States on
tho Pacific Mall company's steamer
Siberia. An official escort accompanied
the party to the dock, where thousands of people were assembled to witness the departure of the distinguished. American visitors. The travelers

it may be so but this Is selfish sorrow,
To ask Buch meed

OCCUPATION

w

Alice Roosevelt Sails for Home.
Yokahama, Oct. 9. Miss
Alice
Roosevelt and the other members of

.

0

Again is Europe learning a business lesson from the
Yankees. Europe does business on the slow pay plan.
Credit Is almost iiiiversal and where the American merchant or manufacturer wants his money in thirty or sixty
days, the German or English business man waits six
months or a year.
In retail trade the credit system Is even more marked
and many accounts run open until the creditor dies and
bis estate Is settled. In Europe it is possible for the heir
to an estate to live for years on his expectations, although
it may be many years before he comes Into his inherit
ance. Recently a famous peer found that he owed his
poulterer the staggering sum of $15,000.
No less an authority than the London Express asserts
that a great change is coming. Manufacturers and whole
salers are learning the value of shorter credits and more
ready cash. This means that retailers must have the
money to carry on business. Add buyers by the millions
are being forced to pay for what they get more promptly
persons
than ever before. A large number of
have voluntarily relinquished the credit to which their
position entitled them and have found the "ready money '
plan mutually advantageous. The change Is a wise one
It means much to the merchants and manufacturers of
the United State for ultimately it will enable them to
compete with the continent for foreign trade on an equal
footing.

Chicago Day Banquet
Chicago, Or. !'- .- The Chicago Commercial association which was founded a year ago Saturday celebrated Its
ed a year ago today, will celebrate Its
first annlversuy with a "Chicago
Day" banquet at the Auditorium in
honor of Mayor Dunne. Harmony between the
interests of tho
city nnd the municipal authorities was
the slogan of the banquet and every onp of the speakers contributed
some expressions of sentiment In that
direction. The number of guests at.
the banquet was about 1.600. and
.lohn O. Shedd. president of the association was toast master.

When the bright sun upon that spot la shining,
With purest ray;
And the f mall flowers their buds and b.ossonis
twining,
Hurst through that clay;
Will there be one still on that spot repining
Lost hopes all day?

j

MONDAY, OCT. 0, 1905.

The Largest
118 RAILROAD

MAN

Pawn-Brokin-

YOU

AVENUE

ooosocsoooo

CAN

Establishment

TRUST"
in

S

the Southwest.
NEXT TO ST. ELMO

mo

oooooookoos

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquette

The St. Elmo

FM

'

D. K. B. SELLERS,

Manager
110 South Second Street

I

wmiUm

Wlnas.Bnndto.Bc,

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.

120 West Railroad Arene

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

I
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HUBBELL RELEASED

I1UBBELL ANSWERS

v

GREAT RECORDS MADE

FROM COUNTY JAIL

MISLEADING ARTICLE

IS NOTHING TO SURRENDER

STATUS OF

CASE

NOT

CHANGED

!

THE MAREETS

j,

STOCK

BY BARNETT'S HORSES

Published in the Sunday's Purges Himself of Contempt Trainer and Driver Frost Reby Complying With Orturns to the City and Gives
Journal on His Liberation
From Jail.
Out Some Figures.
der of Court.
THERE

-

MET'l

MONEY

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

WOOL

Received by Levy
Closing quotation
H os., Correspondent!
tor ixigan
&

Bryan.

"SPECIAL SALE"

j

Barnett Building.

MVfe
Anialeamatod Copper
HI1
American Sugar
HAftlNA MORGAN A FAST ONE Atchison, common
SMi
112Mi
Baltimore & Ohio
-.1.1
t
l.l T
!...
i 1?
i
I'unmijn
uapni
irniinu4
lfiN
F. A. Frost, trainer and driver ot Canadian Pacific
46
"'"''"'io Fuel & Iron
the St. Elmo stables, returned to the Colorado
Southern, second
4:l,
city last night from Kansas, and the Chicago, Great Western, oommon 21 H
horses are expected here tomorrow, In C. & O
Kti'4
4S
charge of Billy Montgomery, who lias KrI('. common
'
Mr.
Frost
and
been with the stables
for the past two years.
'Missouri 1'aclflc
1044
127"I am well pleased with the record Metropolitan
by
Mexican
Mr. Barnett's horses
the
Central
made
254
past summer," said Mr. Frost, "and I New York Central
i
Hi
coming
Morgan
85
Norfolk
consider Halllna
the
fast pacer of the western country. She Reading, common
2ftt
Pennsylvania
great
herself,
143
and
made a
record for
111.,
Rock
paced the fastest
Island, common
at Decatur,
3314
four-hea- t
mile on record for a 3- - Republic Iron & Steel, common.. 24V4
year-old- ,
stalRepublic Iron
Steel, pfd
in 2:14 Vi. John Kirby, a
fi3H
fiS
lion, went the first heat In 2:1314. Southern Pacific
'
with Halllna Just behind film, but St. Paul
isnvfc
3RS
after that it was all Halllna, as fol- Southern Ilallwav
S7
Tennessee Coal
Iron
lows: 2:1414. 2:1414 and 2:144.
34
"At Higginsvllle. Mo.. Stranger O. Texas Pacific
131
paced an exhibition mile in 2:10V4. Union Pacific, common
the fastest mile paced this year In IT. S. S., common
37'4
IT.
;
104
S. S., common
Missouri, and at the same place Hal21
llna Morgan went the distance In 2:15, Wabash, common
Wabash, pfd
the state record for
4H4
53 ',4
"Here is the record made by Mr. O. & W
26
Barnett's horses, on the circuit, and Greene Copper
the cities visited:
Left Albuquerque
Copper.
Lead and
June 1. 1905, and raced at Las Vegas,
New York, Oct. 9. Lad, steady,
Denver, Pueblo, Colorado Springs and
copper, quiet, $16.00
I4.855T4.9D;
then shinned to Hleelnsvllle. Mo., and
same state;
then to Harrisonville,
.
thence to Illinois at Decatur, Mattoon.j

IES

!

8t. Louia Wool Market.
St."' Louis, Mo., Oct. 9. Wool

marme-

ket steady; territory and western
diums, 2830e; fine medium, 22(5260;
fine,

1820c.

A

NEGRO SHOT IN

Thomas S. Hubbell no longer re
mains a prisoner in the county Jail.
accomplished late
His release was
Saturday evening after an hour's hear
ing In chambers. Attorneys Y. B.
Chiiders and A. H. McMillen. counsel
for Hubbell. appeared before Judge
Abbott shortly after 5 o'clock on Saturday evening and Informed the court
that their client would obey the remaining part of the order of the court
issued a week ago, and directing said
Hubbell to turn over the office, county
jail, records and other paraphernalia of
office to l'erfecto Armljo,
the
pending the trial of the case upon its
merits.
Mr. Hubbell was brought before the
court and almost Immediately the following order was Issued by Judge
Abbott for Huhbell's release.
Order of Release.
In re, Thomas S. Huhbell.
The court having caused Thomas S.
Huhbell to be brought before it, W. B.
Chiiders and A. B. McMillen, attorneys for said Hubbell, being present,
and it appearing to the court that
Armljo has taken forcible possession of the Jail, prisoners and room
occupied as sheriff's office in the county court house, and the said T. S.
Hubbell under duress and protesting
that the court has no Jurisdiction to
make said order, delivers the property
pertaining to said office of sheriff now
remaining under his control, to said
l'erfecto Armijo. and further piotest-Inthat such action shall in no way
affect his rights or change his status
in any other proceedings now pending in any or the court or hereafter
to be commenced.
It Is therefore ordered by the court
that said Thomas S. Hubbell be, and
he hereby is discharged fioru custody, and so far as it is within the
power of the court so to order, that
his proceeding shall In no way effect
his rights or change his status in any
proceeding now pending in any cou"t
or to be hereafter begun relative to
said office.
October 7, 1905.
Mr. Hubbell turned over the missing records today, the office. Jail, etc..
having already been taken possession
of by Perfecto Armljo.
WRIT OF PROHIBITION
DID NOT FIGURE.
The writ of prohibition granted by
Judge Mann of Alamogordo, and directed against Judge Abbott of this
city, which was served on Judge
at noon Saturday, In no way figured in the proceedings resulting in
the release of Mr. Hubbell from Jail,
it Is not known what effect the writ
will have in the case. v
It ia not known what the next step
will be in the case, but it is said the
counsel for Hubbell will bring quo
warranto proceedings to try the title
,
to the offlpe, ,.
t
Per-fect- o

g
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n

NO DECISION

YET'
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NOT DANGEROUS

IS

ASSAULT

WITH

DEADLY

Women's Outing Night Gowns, full size, in good
65c Each
quality of Outing Flannel for
Women's Plain White Outing Gowns, made of best
Outing, extra full and long, on sale at
Sl.00 Each
women s Uuting Might Gowns m plain Pink and tj I I c Cnnh
Blue, best quality Outing, priced for this sale at 0 I I J tdUII
Women's Short Outing Mn
Women's Outing Flannel en
Flannel Petticoats for tdU
Long Underskirts for
Jub
Women's Outing Flannel Kimonas and Dressing Sacques
for

IMPORTANT

MEETING

ATHLtTIC
STEPS WILL

BE

OF

fllB

TONIGHT

z

MINER DROPS DEAD

'

J.

TAKEN TOWARDS

Til is evening at 7:1)0 o'clock at the
Sioiting goods store of V. J. Hous'on,
there will be held a meeting of the

Albuquerque Athletic club. The
of the melting tnninht is to take
steps toward t lie organization of a
foot bull
team. All of lant year's
players and new aspirants are urged
to u:ien,l tiiis meeting.
There is
plenty of : d material in sight fur a
winning foot ball Irani tins tieanou,
and the in,- for foot bull is now here.
Special sale of fine Iiath Robe
I!!ank(ts, Jii.-- ; the thing for your winter lia'h Ko'.re. Choice, $2 each. See
window
display at the Golden Rule
Dry Goods company.
pur-H)s- e

IN LOCAL HOTEL

DYKES HAS HEMORRHAGE
SOON AFTER ALIGHTING
FROM
WESTBOUND TRAIN. AND EXPIRES BEFORE THE ARRIVAL
OF A PHYSICIAN.
R.

R. Dykes,

of Somerset, y., a passenger on train No. 7 last night, died
almost
immediately after alighting
from the train when it reached this
city.
Dykes left tb,. train :u:d started for tlie Savoy hovl on South First
si
Iilsi us he leai-hethe hotel
he was seized with a violent hemorrhage anil expired before the arrival
of City Physician Elder.
Dykes was one of a car load of laborers on their way to the Helen
and appeared to be a man of robust health. It is supposed that the
strain sustained In making the trip
over the mountains yesterday was
the cause of the beino; i loige. The deceased was nbou' lin years of age, and
tarl- - In his pocket developt d the fact
ili'a be hi longed to the I'niied Mine
Wovki rs of America.
The remains were taken in charge
A
by 'inb rtalii'r
Hor.ler-- . w ho is
boiling them awaiting advices from a
hi ' r In Kentucky.
.1.

ORGANIZING A FOOT BALL TEAM
AND ALL
INTERESTED ARE
URGED TO ATTEND.

t

under advisement.
The time of the district court was
taken .up today with the case of the
territory vs. Ignacio Gutierrez. Guit-erreis charged with committing 'an
assault with a deadly weapon upon
Armljo. The alleged assault
occurred in the White Elephant saloon a year ago this month, and was
the result of a political dispute. Gutierrez is charged with cutting Armljo
with a knife.
A number of witnesses were examined during the day and It is expected
that the case will be given to the Jury
this evening. Attorney Summers Iiurk-har- t
appears for the defendant, while
Ois'rict Attorney Frank W. Clancy is
c
'dieting the prosecution.
There are yet quite a number of
criminal (uses on the docket to be disposed of and it is hardly possible that
the conn will be able to hear all oft
them at this term.

loslng

free-for-a-
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65c
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Special Prices
On the Following

And also a full line ot

'

$4-6-

Decorated Lamps
Steam Cereal Cookers

0

$1

50c Steam Egg Poachers
$12.50 Buggy Harness

A-.--

Electrical Pumping Plac&

V.

316.

Bell phone,

taurant.

Residence

Auto

V

:..t

A. BORDERS, ru ner-t- Dl'cctor
t

Black or White Hearse, $3.00.

and

oooocococo 0K0 0KSCeC
me

j

Eyesight Specialist.
Prt'.sid'ut of New Mexico Board of
Optometry.
First established optician In New
Mexico. Glasses fitted for poor sight,
headache and nervous strain.
twice Room 9, Whiting block. Ap- pointrnenfs niaJe at Vann's drug
store.

:

--

-
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o

Z

N.

OUR

O

4

COAL YARD

LOOK

P'v..-i-,-

.

WOOD

Factory wood,
Mill

Mr.:

lruKi.-.ts-.

Don't wait for an explosion cook
wltj tas the huuane way. '

full load; Qreea
full load.
White Lime.

$3.00

wood,

Eureka
HAHN'8 COAL YARD.
Auto Phone, 416.
Colo. Phone, 44

.nd

known
Arnica
Salve. Jai. Walters, of Duflleld, Va
writes: "1 nad a cancer on my lip1
for years, that Euemed Incurable, till,
lliisklen's Arnica Salve healed it, and
hi It is pcnectly well." Guaranteed1
cu e t.ir cuts a i. d burns. 25c at all'

Fresh Cut Flowers.

(

American Rlock coal, the best Gall as
mined.
Cerrlllos Lump, the standard
heating coal. All sizes of hard ooaJ

Second St., Both Thones.

IVES, THE FLORIST.

A

000o-0CCa)a)o000o00a-

STRONG BLOCK.

1

2
A

The only long distance transmitters
and receivers; wall or desk sets; long
time contracts, as you wUh; lowest

0. W. Strong's Sons

Fairvlew
HiirLiara Cemeteries.
MONUMENTS.

N. T. Armljo Building.
'

Do you realize that you can get
modern telephone service today for
what you are paying for Inferior ser- vice!

'A
-

18,

rates.

There Isn't Any Use
Trying to find a more accurate, careful or painstaking drug store
than ours. We study accuracy because it protects us as well as our
patrons.

New Cure for Cancer.

Commercial Club Building.

CITY UNDERTAKER.

toioraao telephone to.

Room

Is chock full of coal that will gladder
your heart and warm your bom
when Its cold. Fill your bins fat
next winter now and avoid the roan.

All mo! ace cancers are now
to lie (iiral.le. by Bucklun's

Emttlmr

216 SOUTH SECOND ST.

S. T. VANN. O. D.

Superintendents

No. 299.

'

Up

2i'

phone,

We give tickets for the
Piano Contest.
Member National Electrical Contractors' Association.

e

UNDERTAKERS

lli.

er

Ave.,

-

a

Auto phone,

West'silver

Spires and Baking Powders.
BUTTER and COG
We handle our own brands
of Butter and- can guarantee the freshness and good
quality. All our highest
praite of goods bear our own
label and are guaranteed by
us.
Colo. Phono Black T9

irMiMTTWiiwnimi

202 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

fit

1

Teas, CofToes, extracts

nt.

Fine Stationery

Of Every Description
Agents for the Crocker-WheelDynamos and
Motors.
Store and Residence Wiring a Specialty.
All
work fully guaranteed.
Agents for the celebrated
"Gyrofans."
See them
In European Hotel Res-

Tea and Coffee jCo.
Complete Stock

0

Electric & Construction Co.

Southwestern

THE DUKE CITY

I

O. A. MATSON & CO.

305 Railroad Avenge

0OO9O9O0O0O0OOO9OOO9O9O9O

Temple, Texas.

--

Our prices are the lowest

'

Albert Faber,

25c
20o
$1.25
$3.25
69c
40c
$10 JO

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

118

I

'

.

per cent discount

75e Glase Berry Sets
35c Glass Water Pitchers
$1.75 Decorated Lamps

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows

.

$12 Refrigerator
99
$8.75 Blue Flame 'Oil Stovee. ...$9.75
$8 China Tea Seta
..$6
40c China Salad Bowie
25c
Decorated1 Haviland China, at 20

A

I

de-

Curtains) Portieres and Draperies

Mr. A. M. Wynne.

I

;son, new

Offer to supply you with anything In
our line, at price that are fair and
quare, and we are now making

Hroad Street,
Newark, N. J., Sept. 25, 1905.

Dear Sir:- In reply to your letter of the 19th inst., addressed
to Messrs. Craycroft Hros. & Dyer, which h.13 bt'en
forwarded to us, I beg to say that I can of my own
knowledge assure you that the Mutual Henefit Life Insurance Company has never given one cent to Republican
or Democratic Campaign funds, local, state or national,
and my knowledge extends back fur thirty years or more.
Nor are any expenditures made, not consistent with the
most rigid economy and the utnnt consideration for the
interests of all of our policy holders. The Company has
never speculated in finance, but invests its funds fur a
permanency and I further know that no one connected
with the Company lias ever participated in any of its
investments, or made any profit thereby. No one connected with the Company represents any of the Itaoking
houses through which the Company buys its bonds. The
fidelity of the administration of out trust i., constant and
without equivocation.
Yours truly,
(Signed I'Kl H KK'K i' l;l
,
l't vsident.
V. J. CaKI'WIII, ('i.tiera!
A bu.ju. r. pie, X. M'.

.or the Fall

and Winter
signs In

Carpets. Rugs, Matting, Linoleum,

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.

The Mutual Henekit Like Inscuanc

are showing

We

I

rut-on"- ,

The German ladies will hold a coffee
Kiaich Wednesday afternoon, October
"Dr. Thomas' Electric Oil Is. the
II, ut the home of Mrs. KeppoUr, 111'.'
best ren.ejy for that often fatal disSouth Kdiih street.
ease croup. It has been used with
for tiut years."
Subscribe for The CllUen and gel success iu our family
Mrs. 1.. Whi'ca-re- ,
liuffalo, N. V.
the uew.

.

.

.

0

NOTICE TO POLICY HOLDERS

purchased a ticket for that point, but
when he reached there he refused to
get off. The conductor called upon
Officer Mainz for assistance.
Mainz
boarded the train and thiew the hobo
off. This angered him, and pulling a
razor from his pocket, the negro made
a lungs for the officer. Mainz was too
quick for him, and pulling his gun,
he fired point blank at his man.
Ellis .dropped like a log, the bullet
entering near the right hip and coming out near the front of the groin.
The course of tne bullet was near the
surface, therefore, the wound, although
serious, Is not necessarily fatal. Had
it been a little deeper Ellis' wound
would have been instantly fatal.
After the shooting, Mainz boarded
the first train fur this city with the
wounded man, and the latter was reHe
moved to St. Joseph's hospital.
was attended by Dr. J. F. I'eaiec. This
afternoon u telephone message from
the hospital reported that Ellis was
resting very comfortable.
It was rumored on the streets this
afternoon that a warrant would be
swum oni for the a rest of Ellis upon
a charge ef assault with intent in
kill. This could
not be confirmed,
how ever.

.

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY

WEAPON

Officer Charles Mainz, special offThere was no decision rendered toicer for the Santa Fe railway at Isleta day In the case of W. B. Chllde s and
Junction, shot and seriously wounded other tax payers vs. the county comEdward Ellis, a negro hobo, at Isleta missioners, In which the tax payers
Junction early yesterday
morning. are asking for an Injunction :o restrain
Ellis, although painfully wounded, is the commissioners
from borrowing
expected to recover.
money with which to pay the expenses
The trouble between the officer and
the present term of court. Arguthe hobo occurred upon the arrival of of
were made in the case on Satments
train No. 27 at Isleta. The negro had urday and the court has the matter

.

Women's Long Outing Flannel Kimonas
$1.50 to $2.25 Each
in Plain and Fancy at
FOR CHILDREN A fine line of Outing Flannel Night
Gowns and Under Skirts

I

-

THE WOUND

- Kimonas

Outing Flannel Night Gowns at
Reduced Prices for This Sale

I

I

Santa Fe Watchman at Isleta Court Occupied Today With
lias Desperate Encounter
Case of Territory vs
With a Hobo.
Ignacio Gutierrez.

Night Gowds - Under Skirts - Dressing Sacques

free-for-a-

-'

IN TAXPAYERS' SUIT

m

OUTING FLANNEL GARMENTS

firm

f-Uer.

back to Kansas, stopping at Topeka, at
Hutchinson, Newton and Winfield.
Kanaas clt Llve 8tock
In
Halllna Morgan participated
Kansas Cltv, Mo.. Oct. 8. Cattle
thirteen races, won eleven, was sec- - IlecelptB, 21.000; maiket steadv to luc
ond once and not placed once.
lower; native steers, $45.90; south- oung Hal won three placed once. ern Btpers,
$2.25fi3.35; southern cows,
and was unplaced once, In five starts. $1 fi5lfr 2 fir; natlve f.ows
,, nPlferSi
Stranger O. was entered in nine $i. 6(4.75: Blockers and feeders, $2.50
races, won three and was fn.Vo: t.ulla. I2JT2.75: calves, 2.50
placed six times.
Stranger O. met
western steers. $2.754.
some of the fastest pacers In the
sheep Receipts, 5.000; market was
country and although he did not come Bteadv;
muttons, $4fr5.25; lambs,
home with as good a record as Hal- - J5.50ft7.50; range wethers, $4.5i&
Una Morgan, he kept the St. Elmo sta- - 505. f(?(1 ewps
144 60
hies' colors flying In some extra fast
Chicago Live Stook.
.
company.'
Chicago, Oct. 9. Cattle Receipts,
Mr. Frost says Clara B., another 32.01x1; market steady to 10c lower;
fast one belonging to the stables, ow- - i.eeves. $3.f.3(fj fi.35; Blockers and feeding to lack of condition, was left at Prs 9;; 4.25: cows and heifers, 11.40
Denver, but will join the horses here n.w. T(,xana $3.254.50; westerns.
In a few days. It Is quite likely, says
$3.2504.75.
Mr. Krost. that Mr. Barnett will en- Sheep Receipts, 38,000; market was
ter his horses in the races at the
sheep, $3,504,5; hlmbs, $4.50
..una Lciuiwiitti iair ni x iiueuiA
me
'
middle of December.
Mr. Frost also stated that the St.
Provision. '
Rlrno stables were entered in races
Chicago, Oct.
quotation;
at Newklrk and Blackwell, Okla., but for today
the sports down there "got cold feet"
Wheat Oct.. SGc; May. MHc
and scratched the
and 8- Corn Oct 51c- Dec 44c
year-ol- d
events, thus cutting out
Oct.. 28,c; Dec, 28c.'
Stranger O. and Halllna Morgan, and. Oats
Pork Oct., $15.25; an., $12.40.
he thought It best to return to the
.
viij, on ciuBing tne season in nansas,'
TOO
TO
LATE
CLASSIFY
with the horses..
(
f FOR. RENTNicely furnished flats
Th Daughter of j Liberty.
York, Fa Oct. 9. The Pennsyl-- .
inTuJ .u.
n.t i.v. I"-- "".
i..trail. mole vuuiiv.ji.1 ui lua rx'au&Hicrn
E. K. Norrla, east end of fladMct,
Of Liberty Onenert Itfl Annual Baastrtn
cor. Iron ave. and John st. . .
here today with a laree attendance.
Nearly 500 delegates are present and WANTED Experienced woman, wait-th- e
re8S- chamber-woror house-worlocal members of the order have
nts position. Address M, U, care
made special efforts for the entertain-'- :
Citizen.
ment of the visitors from other clt- -'
les. The convention will be of par- - WANTED Young man wants to get
ticular Importance, as several vital
s
on a farm; fruit prefuried;
in the constitution and by- tlon distance and price. f Address,
laws will come up for consideration.
A. E. H., this office.
'

FIGHT WITH OFFICER

e slc&;s7" to - "wcsaiir

"i:
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THE BIQ STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

I

To The Evening Citizen:
The Morning Journal published the
rder of court re.easlng Thomas S.
Hubbell from the county Jail, with
flaming headlines and
exhuberant
comment. All this Is intended for outAny
man
with orside consumption.
dinary common sense can read the order and see at once that the headlines
and comments are sadly at variance
with the order. T. S. Hubbell by this
order surrendered and gave tip nothing, unless It was what was left of the
property pertaining to the sheriff's of.
lice after l'erfecto Armljo hail taken
"forcible possession" of the jail, (he
prisoners and the office occupied by
the sheriff In the county court house.
What was left the veracious Journal
will probably (?) Inform the public after the surrender ( ?). In ordering the
discharge of T. S. Hubbell, only a partial obedience of the order of the supreme court of New Mexico was made.
It remains for the court to dispose of
that order. Of course the howling of
the gubernatorial partisans In Albuquerque is to be expected under any
circumstances.
It is plain that the
release of T. S. Hubbell from confinement precludes him from securing a
speedy consideration of the legality of
his confinement, as he might otherwise have obtained. This much he
has lost. This much he would have
lost anyway as ho had already taken
steps to secure ball from the supreme
court of the United States. That is
the goal he, F. A. Hubbell and Eslavio
Vigii are most anxious to reach. That
Is the court the advocates of unlimited
gubernatorial power in New Mexico
are most anxious to stay away from
as long as possible. The condition
that made it especially disagreeable
to T. S. Hubbell to undergo confinement for two or three months can not
with propriety be discussed in the
press. There are some other matters
which for similar reasons can not now
le considered. The writ of prohibition remains to be disposed of by the
court to whom it was addressed. That
Is a matter, not for Hubbell to consider, but for the court. The blatant
writers about law and order in the
Journal, something they know least
about, may cogitate about this until
the writ is finally disposed of by the
supreme court of New Mexico, and afterwards by the supreme court of the
United States. In the meantime they
can take such steps as they please to
carry out their threats to secure the
removal of the member of the supreme
court of New Mexico who fearlessly
and honestly discharged his duty by
Issuing the writ.
T. S. HUBBELL.

PAGE FIVE.
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U. H. BRIGGS

First St. and Oold Ave.

&.

CO..

Props. Alvarado Tharmacy.

L'jtu Phones.

A

Cs0C
Homo Restaurant

American cooking; also all Mext-cadishes a specialty. Short orders.
Mea's served at all hours. Old Town,
south of court Louse.
NICK FRANCO.

n

Have your floats built and sign work
done by Stacy
Co., the only unle
sign writers In town. Quier'a old
stand. Auto phone, 454; Colorado
phone, 52.

t

GOETZ'3 PICALILLI AT MALOY'S

EVENING CITIZEN

ALI1UQUKKOUE

PAGE SIX.

IMPOSING ARRAY OF
BASE BALL STARS

0P1CS

THE

FROM

SCHOOL

OF MINES

WORK OF LAST WEEK VERY SAT
FACULI T Uf
TO
ISFACTORY
SCHOOL.
Chi- f:ain.
liriiiMnii l" will nave In
arly numbers ol the r.nglncerlnK and
Mining Journal two important articles
on mining engineering subjects.
Professor Sni-- h lias returned irom
surveying tr in the Black Range.
rheie his dutie- - as deputy .United
States mineral surveyor called him
last. week.
Professor NoMe has heen engaged
during the past
rk In making some
commercial nnahsis of coal and water
'or some of fie copper companies of

From Socorro
Professor-

v. "x

MONDAY, OCT. 9, 1905.

-

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
PETYVEEN

rA'.rr.A

n

e'c6nd

third streets
The Store of Reliability

Arizona.
Professor Smith mid yeveral mem
bers
of the surveying class are spend
.
ing a faw days in the Oscura moun
tains, where they are engaging in
01k of a most practical nature. They 0
0
ill return to S n orro on Monday.
Maklmilllan Kirehimin of Chicago, 0
isiting the southwest
0
who ha been
in the interest of various colonization
I
enterprises, received a telegram that
f
his son would arrive In Socorro to
take up the regular mining work In
the school.
Clarence Scott Routhworth of Txis
Angleles, California, matriculated Fri
metallurgical
day In the regular
course. Mr. Sou'hworth was delayed
in entering on account of assisting in
the erection of a concentrating mill in
A dreadful combination, that of Friday and 13, but Globe Store customers u'ill be less
central California.
The library of the school has Just
fearful after making purchases on Frjday, October 13, and for 13 days thereafter.
7
received nearly a complete set of th
topographic maps published by the
United
States Geological survey.
A
There are nearly one thousand of
these maps, altogether, and the set
KRBKBUEBB
has long been needed by the students.
William Hult. a former student, who
The
has been for the past six months work
ing on the United Slates geological
Eastbound.
survey, in running a line of precise
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:55
The five members of the Phlladel hia Athletics, winners of the pennanL III the American league, should
levels from Arizona up the Rio Grande a. m.; departs 8:30 a. 01.
Five good accounts of themselves w.ien the Athletics meet the Giants in the coming world s championship all
valley to Colorado to connect with the
No. 4. Chicago Limited,
arrives
The players shown and their p lsltions are; Schreckoni;ost, catcher; Coakley, pitcher;
transcontinental line, returned to So 11:59 Tuesdays and Fridays; departs
Murphy, second
Everywhere recognized as the strongest and most reliable newspaper
uasr, i.uiu, ci'uifi neiu iillll imis, nisi iiHse.
corro.
in the most prosperous region o' the United States.
I2:u a. m., Wednesdays ana SaturWallna Llngrcn, In charge of the days.
gold and silver Industries for the Unlts.
At Harrisburg, Pa.
WHEREKT TT LEADS
d States geological survey, spent yes
11
State College
Westbound.
visiting
terday
exam
0
Carlisle
the
school
and
ITS
UNEXCELLED
NEWS SERVICE embraces the continuous report
No. 1, Los Angeles Express, arrives
MOST
At Cincinnati
ining Its rare minerals in the cab- 7:30
of the Associated Press, with dispatches every hour; the general and
p. m.; departs 8:15 p. m.
3
18
inets. Mr. Llngren was also in conCincinnati
special service of the New York Herald; the Hearst transontlnental
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
Depauw
0
sultation- with President Keyes In re- 10:40 a. m
leased wire service and special correspondence for THE STAR'S owa
Mondays
Thursdays;
and
gard to the work on the ore deposits departs 10:50 a.
At lliootnington
representatives In Washington, D. C; Jefferson City, Mo.; Topeka,
Mondays
and
ni.,
29
in New Mexico.
Indiana
Kas., and Guthrie, Ok., in addition to the large grist of news that
Thursdays.
SATURDAY'S BASE BALL.
A. B. Searle, w ho has charge of the
Kentucky
0
cornea daily from several hundred other alert representatives.
7, San Francisco Fast Mail, arNo.
topographic party of the United States rives 10:30 p. m.; departs 11:10 p. m.
At Washington
ITS MARKET REPORTS AND COMMENTS have an authoritative
N'.vional League
Georgetown
0
geological survey, will return to SoR 11
value that causes them to be telegraphed to all parts of the United
Ae New York
Gallup University
corro shortly to resume work on the
0
Southbound.
3
8
Philadelphia
States the moment THE STAR comes from the press. No Western,
If you want C make a Magdalena quadrangle.
At Cedar Rapids
Thfs lVlief
H
4
man even Indirectly Interested tin the value of food products, stocks
New York
No. 27, depaits 11:30 p. m., connects
33
map will be one of the finest conDrake
R H
woman mad. agree with structed by the government and will with eastern trains.
Seco:id same
and securities can afford to be without THE STAR'S daily record of
Cole
'.15
8
prices and conditions.
Philadelphia
No. 7 carries through chair, stand
West 1'oini
map
At
a
companion
be
to
the
Socorro
1;
er when she says, "I'm map recently completed.
: . 1
New York
ard and tourist sleeping cars for San
It!
West
Point
ITS SPECIAL FEATURES Include the Chaperon's column, In which
R 11
At Pittsburg
Francisco.
8
Colgate L'niversity
homely."
answered questions pertaiulng to beauty aids and social customs
aie
7
1
22,
a.
Pittsburg
m.,
No.
arrives
7:30
south
from
At New Haven
Full of Tragic Meaning
and affairs, a department for Inquirers on other subjects and a wide
9
2
Chicago
2,
connecting
No.
with
bound.
east
1U
Yale
range of miscellaneous articles throwing side lights upon the world's
are these lines from J. H. Simmons, of
R H
At Cincinnati
All trains daily except No. 3 and 4
t)
Syracuse
Casey, la. Think what might have re
most Interesting people and events these In addition to a vigorous
9
3
1
through
No.
Cincinnati . .'.
chair,
carries
stand
At Princeton
editorial page, absolutely lndepandent, politically, and a Sunday Issue
sulted from his terrible cough If foe aid and tourist sleeping cars to Los
, 7 13
St. Louis
34
Princeton
had not taken the medicine about Angeles.
that Is full of live special matter and human Interest.
R II
Second game
U
Georgetown
"I had a feat fill
which he writes:
photographer
a
He's
is
7
"That
fraud.
6
Agent.
LUTZ,
S.
Cincinnati
II.
At Notre Dame
He' ought cough, which disturbed my night's
8
L
,,
3
8t. Louis v.
;
THIRTEEN PAPERS EACH WEEK FOR 10c
28 swindled scores of people.
Notre Dame
rest. I tried everything, but nothing
to
he
exMised."
R H
At Brooklyn
All Kinds of Piles.
For
Michigan Agricultural College
0
I
It,
would
relieve
until
took Dr To draw the fire out of a burn, heal a
any,
t
worry
woudn
hat
4 13
him
Brooklyn
The Kansas City Star was th first and is still the only newspaper
At Philadelphia
King's New Discovery for Consump cut without leaving a scar, or to
10 14
Boston
to deliver a complete morning paper, THE KANSAS CITY TIMES, to
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WHY SO MANY MORE MURDERS IN THE

TERRITORIAL TOPICS

BURSUM PURCHASES THE
CHARLES BRUTON RANCH
Hon. II. O. Bursum was In Socorro
the fust of iast week and consummated the purchase of the Chas. Bruton
The
ranch, southeast of Socorro.
ranch Is well stocked with cattle,

British Criminal Expert Marks the Disparity in the Number of Homicides on Either

ConclusionsSays in England the

is so Certain

Punishment

That

it

is Devoid of the

Bv Sir Robert Anderson, K. C. B., Late 'result of this Is to hinder the developCnief of criminal investigation ut ment of that all pervading Kense of
the saeredness of human life, which It
partment of Scotland Yard.
such a marked characteristic of the
Eng9.
Comparing
English race at home.
I.ondon, Oct.
land and the United States, we are
Crime is Accepted.
unliving
dealing with kindred 'raees,
In the sphrie of crime, as in the
feaIn
all main
sphere of public morals, what Is deemder laws which are.
tures, the same. How, then, can the ed normal la generally realized pracfact be explained that the number of tically. In America it Is taken as a
murders annually committed In the matter of course that a great number
United States Is enormously greater of murders shall occur, and they do
occur; whereas, In England an epi
than in England?
Every case of suspicious death In demic of such crimes would produce
England is Investigated by a coroner's an outburst of public feeling that
court; and In 19t3 verdicts of murder would overawe the foices of disorder.
were returned by such courts In only
Good Will With Police. ,
189 cases. As a matter of fact, 41 of
But influences of a more prosaic
man-anpractical kind than public sent!
the 189 proved to be cases of

(

d

Automatic 'phone, 535. Office, 208H
West Gold Avenue.

Wholesale Grocers

THIRD STREET

Meat Market

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

INSURANCE,

REAL ESTATE)
PUBLIC.
Attorney and Mrs. James O. Fitch Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
luiramn tia tornml narents nf n fine
Automatic Telephone, 174.
hl and a quarter pound baby girl
th( ,,,,.
PVfnln, Havll the Socorro
chieftain. All concerned have already
Smoke the White Lily Cigar.
received the hearty congratulations of
neighbors and friends. The young lady
JOE RICHARDS-CIG- ARS
In the case has been named Elizabeth
Hannah.
113
W. Railroad Ayenus.
HIGH TERRITORIAL MASONS
TO HIS HOME

ADDITION

execution of a death sentence, though
technically right, would be Inequitable,
or Impolitic; and a report from the
Judge to that effect Is never Ignored.
And In rare cases new facts come to
light after the conviction. But. as a
rule "the law takes its course," and
the execution of the criminal follows
his sentence Inexorably and speedily.
a Gambler.
Justice
The Importance of this " cannot
In fhe recent
easily be exaggerated
agitation, to which the Adolpn HecK
case gave rise, for the establishment
1,1 an nppeai conn lor criminal cases,
it was made clear that In the Judgment
of the thoughtful a grave objection to
the proposed roorm was that It would

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

B. A. SLEYSTER

FITCH HAS

ATTORNEY

Thoroughly Supported.
-

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
Steam Sausage Factory.
horses and goats, and the purchase
p;lce was $34,Mio. The deal affords evEMIS KLEINWORT,
idence that Mr. Bursum has a pretty
good idea of thrift In business as well Masonic Building, North Third Street.
as in politics.

Attractive Element of a GamblePolice Are
More

& CO.

REAL ESTATE DEALER 8

UNITED STATES THAN IN ENGLAND

Side of the Atlantic and Gives His

PAGE SEVEN.
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at the

office, 212V6 S. 2d St.

Wholesale

and Cigar Dealers

tl-u-

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet ft
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributor
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico. -

X

j

Office and Factory
WEST COPPER AVENUE.
Albuquerque, N. M.

412

and terms, apply

0OX0OK0OO0

Best on

The Williams Dttig Co.

265,
X X

G. B.

WILLIAMS and F. W. SCHMALMAACK,

Proprietors.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE,
LOANS
Automatic phone 461.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm

CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL

J.

B. MacMANUS,

South First Street

602

Mgr.

WEST RAILROAD

117

Both Phones

AVENUE,

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office at J. C Raldrldge's Lumber yard.

WE GRIND OUR

rorl

'

A GRADI
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

LENSES

OWN

For the reason that we can guarantee all glasses prescribed by us.

BEBBER
'JtSJ..

7

US

OPTICAL

CO.

Gold Ave.

Member of Board of Optometry Examiners.

The Fuehr Undertaking Company
Successors to Edwards & Fuehr
307 West Railroad Avenue.
Both 'Phones.

Day

Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish

or Night

We give on our laundry work! Try it and see how durable
is
Notice how long it keeps it finish. We turn out linen, white as it
snow
and free from all specks or wrinkles.

REDUCED PRICES
On Dental Work.
Plates, S.00;
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings. $1.00
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
50c. All guaranteed.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.
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ri juwuijijpm
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Two Daily Trains Each Way

F. COPP, D. D. S.
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NEW YORKERS TO HUNT
IN MOGOLLON MOUNTAINS
a prominent
Dr. Alexander
specialist of New York City, and Dr.
Gillette, of the same place, and who
is equally prominent in his profession,
arrived in Silver City the other day
and were taken to the Gila farm by
Thus. Lyon, where they remained a.i
bis guests for u few days. From there
the party aft on a burning trip into
the .Mogollon mountains and will be in
is
camp about a month. The pari
composed id' I irs. Lambert and Gillette. Mr. Lyons, James K. Hlaiv, Spencer P. Iliil and cooi, an I men liav-i-i-

managed by officials of the five clvil- Izeil tribes In
with gov.
ernment supervisors. White . ..dren
outnumber Indians at these schools,
but the whites have no voice In their
management. The attendance at the
day schools of the five nations last
year was: Choctaw Indian children,
j 3..";mi,
white .427; Chickasaw
,
penci's the whites to govern them-- 1.738. whites 5.80.- -. ; Creek IndiansIndian
547,
aselves in the cities, but the la does w hites 83 ; Cheroke e Indians ti.Gmi,
in many things whites 5.!l!l.
not sUVo them
The Indians maintain
neee - s.iry or the development of t.
s. jiarate schools for colored children,
It will be the duty of congress next
wiiiti r to provide a new system. The
jtriial vovernments will be dissolved
neM .March and their control
the
will end at that liuje. In the
aiiM i.cc i.i legislation t Ii c comity dis-- ,
w ithout
trie - v oehl lie eni ively
A?
sell, i. is eci ;it sucli as mitih; 1,0 i
.
' .v
through prha'e circrpii.-e- .
In ti.e citi.-tn,- ediicatioii.il lacilities
re ! the best. 'Mo mo-!Hi;.!sit'4
in nianv of the new towns
;l itil'l
iho.-pjovi.b-tor school
pur- iaie
po,cs. and they will c.imji.iie faT-ably with the .;c i ail ..op-,- . ..!.,,,.
a
-'
low n s i if 'lie
A!! niorc v dm- the ln !i il s. s 'its! v

TERRITORY

three-quarter-

disturb the ceitainty and finality of
capital trials. The Instinct of sport
is strong in human nature, and It op
erates powerfully in the class J.liat
commit crime. A burglar, for example,
trades on the fact that through his
sentence, if he is convicted, may be a
dozen years; it may be only a dozen
weeks. But he knows that if he adds
murder to burglary, the gallows will
follow his conviction with absolute certainty. The English burglar therefore avoids homicidal violence. And MORTGAGE IS ONLY A
If the sport element were elmlnated
LIEN SAYS JUDGE POPE
from the lesser crime, that crime also
Judge W. H. Pope has rendered an
would soon become rare,
opinion in the case of B. F. Chisum
TO CONCLUDE, tb.
of against Harry Presley and others in
homicides in the United States, as which he holds that a mortgage is a
compared with England mav be DUE mere lien and conveys no title to the
IN PART TO THE COUNTRY BE! NO property involved to the inortgagee,
LESS SETTLED and the population says the Roswell Record. The case
less homogenous. Hut it is certain came up on a demurrer filed by the
that A RADICAL IMPROVEMENT IN defendants, Oeorge M. Slaughter and
THE MORALE OF THE AMERICAN Dr. G. T. Veal. This question Is an imPOLICE FORCES WOULD HAVE A portant one in this territory, and has
DEFINITE EFFECT In lessening tne been the subject of many disputes amdisparity. And UNCERTAINTY AND ong the legal fraternity of New MexDELAY IN CARRYING
OUT CAPI- ico, having once reached the supreme
TAL SENTENCES
IS AN IMPOR- court and even there found a differTANT FACTOR in the problem.
ence of opinion.
Hut behind all such administrative
In this case Judge Pope held that
reforms is the need of an awakening while at the common law of England
of the national conscience, and of the the mortgage vests title In the mortcreation of a healthy public feeling on gagee, under the statutes of New Mexthis subject.
ico this is not true. This decision is
ROBERT ANDERSON.
in accord with decisions in practically
all the states.

Creamery

DENVER,

R
U

If sufficient inducement offer

CO.

Earth.

h

eiaueuier, uuu the accused persons ment operate to restrain the commiswere convicted of the minor offense. sion of such crime in England. An
But the startling fact remains that Engjish , police officer, speaking gen
such crimes are more than 40 times erally, carries with him in the dismore frequent in the United States charge of his duties the sympathy and
than 'in England. How can it be ex- gixid will of the public. For in England
plained?
the police are the friends of the people: and, however the fact is to be
Now the Solution.
The vast extent of the United States explained, it is perhaps the only conn
possibly-bmay
pleaded; buttry in the world of which this can be
territory
In countiies where the police
In England homicides are most fre Mid.
quent precisely where the population possess great arbitrary and inquisitorpowers
is most dense. The .plea that England ial
this element may possibly
being a very old country is naturally be unimportant, but here the success
may
more settled,
seem more to the of police work is largely dependent up
purpose. Against this, however, is the on it. Every officer is not expected to
fact that in other European countries be a Sherlock Holmes, but he is as
which are even more ancient there sumed to be an upright, honest man,
is not the same security for life. But who wishes to tjo his duty.
yet it is true that in a new country
Punishment That Punishes.
recourse may be had to rough methThen as to the trial and sentence of
ods which would be Intolerable in a a murderer. In England the conduct
settled state of society. If, therefore, of a pioceedings rests with the direccrimes of violence characterized only tor of public prosecutions, and a Judge
the least settled stntes of the union of the high court presides at the trial.
the problem would be a simple one. And If the rult be a capital sentence,
EXECUTED
But the actual facts call for some THE PRISONER IS
WITHIN' A MONTH.
NO POWER
other solution of it.
BUT THAT OK THE CROWN, exerHindered by Aliens.
There is no doubt that America suf- cised of course, constiutjonally, by the
besecretary
of state, CAN INTERVENE
fers from an evil which has lately
AND INTERVENcome acute in a few great centers of IN ANY WAY.
population in England, namely, the TION BY THE CROWN O.N ARBIunas.simll-atepresence of a large, as yet
TRARY OR SENTIMENTAL grounds
alien population, that is out of is unknown. Cases occur in which, on
sympathy with national feeling. One account of special circumstances, the
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Staple and Fancy
Groceries

com-

pany occurred Friday morning, says
the Flagtsaff Sun. Milan was going
to work and it Is presumed he was
riding one of the horses when they
ran away and he was caught In the
harness and dragged for nearly a mile
before the horses was caught. Milan
had been at work in Camp 1 only a
few weeks, coming here from Illinois.
His relatives there have been notified
of his death. He was about 2d years
old. Coroner Harrington held an In
quest, the jury returning a verdict of
accidental death.
MERCHANT HILTON INSTALLING
A BIG IRRIGATION
PLANT
A. II. Hilton, one of San Antonio's
stirring business' men, according to
the report of J. H. Stahl, who visited
San Antonio, is installing a $2,7oo irrigation plant. The principal feature of
centrifugal
the plant, is an eight-incpump, with which water will be taken
from a well thirteen leet In diameter
lu the river bottohi. Mr.' Hilton ex
pects to irrigate 1 00 acres by this
means.
The Socorro Chieftain has
long advocated irrigation on' this plan
and will therefore await Ihe result of
Mr. Hilton's enterprise with great interest and will 1e careful to report
that result for the benefit of its readers.

Pioneer Machinery House of the West

Seventeenth Street,

1621-163- 9

tt

F. G. PRATT

Bolthoff

Steam, Electric and Hydcaulle Engineering. Mine and Smelter Supplies. Enalnea. Boilers. HFATINQ apparatus r.nmniMar
e.
Mills,
Machinery, and Engineer'
and Machinist
Tools and Supplies. Western agents fer The American Radiator Co.
.
apeciai uataioguei on Application

Fe and elsewhere announcing the ap- Three hundred square feet two coats.
proaching marriage of Miss Irma May
Leather, Harness, Saddles, Etc
Carlton to Rev. Samuel Eugene Allison at Hoswell. on Wednesday even- 409 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE
ing. October 18.
is a sister of
The bride-to-bEstablished In 1882
H. Carlton, of Koswell, and the
prospective groom has been in charge
&
of the Methodist Episcopal church at
IasCruces for the past two years. Air. Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
and Mrs. Allison will be at home after
Jas. Heekin & Co.'s Coffees, Im
November 1, at Pomona, Cal.
boden's Granite Flour.
DRAGGED TO DEATH BY
e

&

Mfg. and Supply Co

GOING TO WASHINGTON
RIONEER BAKERY
Col. and Mrs. Max Frost, of Santa
SIMON BALLINQ, Proprietor.
F pxnoet tn leavA on Tuesday for
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
Washington, via Chicago. At I .amy
thev will he met hv Mr. nml Mrs WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
c T, itrown, of Socorro, who will go We desire patronage and we guar
first class baking.
w,th them. In Washington, Colonel
Albuquerque.
Frost and Mr. Brown will attend the 207 S. First Street.
s,,sslona of (ne 8unreme council of the
33d degree of Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Bite of Free Masonry
PAINTS,. OILS.. VARNISHES. AND
REV. ALLISON TO MARRY
BRUSHES
A ROSWELL YOUNG LADY
Palmetto Roof Paint Stops all leaks.
Cards have been received in Santa One gallon Devoe's
Paint Coven
--
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In this t in. made many friends, THE
BLIND MUSICIAN
who will be paiiu'd to read this notice
of her death.
AT ELKS' OPERA HOUSE
Mrs. F. L. W.ilMth, of Helen, Is In
the city visiting and shopping.
Regular meeting of Mineral lodge WILL GIVE A PIANO RECITAL IN
BALL ROOM WEDNE8DAY
No. 4, Knight of Pythias, at their
building, this even
castle hall. Klu-i-

(journ

l4

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

j3l4 WEST RAILROAD AYE.j

Buy a Pair of Our Fall
Shoes Today
them. The quality I
They are corking good shoos. Anybody ran
risrht there, and when It comes to style and fit, they are so conspicuous that It Is impossible to overlook them.
W'e show the latest models In all the popular leathers, Dongola,
Vicl Kid, Patent Kid and Tatont Colt, with light, medium or heavy
r
soles, lace or button, low or high heels.
fi--

2

$2.75, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00

Men's Dress Shoes
Men's Heavy Shoe

$1.85, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00

Women's Dress Shoes . ..$2.50, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00
Women's Heavy Shoes
Shoes for Girls

..

$1.65, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00
$1.00, $1.50, $1.85, $2.25
$1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00

Shoes for Boy
Babies' Shoes

.75,

50,

.85, $1.00

AlvwssVsVkWKkVWWwnsinA
GETTING BREAKFAST
With food preparations from F. F.
Trotter's grocery Is thorough assur-anc- e

that

you

are starting the day

right. This also holds good for all
other meals, as any article of food
purchased at our store can be absolutely depended upon for genuine excellence. We thoroughly
test any
goods offered us, and retain In our
stock only those found good and
wholesome.

.

F. F. TROTTER
Nos. 118 and 120, South Second St.
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The Triumph of the Piano lIaker
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There are undoubtedly good qualities In every standard

piano.

But

THE GENUINE CHICKERING
The triumphant result of over 80 years of endeavor, Is admitted to be
of superiority for every good quality that any piano
could possess.

the standard

TIIK WI UTMOST MUSIC CO.

5

114 SOUTH SECOND
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STREET.

Sash, Doors,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Fljntkote
r
ROOfing.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

0

lng, at 8 o'clock.
The Porterfb Id company has dis
Fair tonight and colder In extreme posed of the tliu'i story brick building
fair.
Tuesday,
south portion.
on First street, known a the Rico
The con
House, to Ciiar'es Melini.
i'mf. V. A. .Innes will leave tonlnht sideration
Is prhate.
for Rio Pue.ro, out went, on a geologformerly of this
Edward Urm-Md- .
ical trip.
city, will amve here the latter part
reIs
Stlnulo
II.
Attorney John
of this week In In Interest and as a
ported to ho seriously ill at his homo representative
ItW. Bloom &
of
on south Third street.
Sons, of New Veil; city.
Roa'ilar meeting of the Woodmen
AnnoiincHfriirhf lias been made of tho
Circle will occur tomorrow afternoon engagement
nf Miss Clara IxMiie
at 2 : :J0 o'clock, sharp, In Odd Fellows' Saint, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
hall.
K. Salnf.Mo Mr. Harry Russell Mitch-ner- .
llert Copcland. a conductor In the
The wedding 'f to take place In
employ of the Traction company, Is the near future.
laying off for a few days on account of
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Dleckmann enter
a sprained shoulder.
tained a crowd of young peop.e on
Tin-rwill be a meeting of the W. Saturday nlglit at a delightful card
K.
C. tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 party. Miss Ciadys Childera carried
o'clock at the old Knights of Pythias off the ladies' prize, while Charles S
hall. Ry order of the president.
White won the ;ent Ionian's prize.
M. C. McAtee, the contractor
andf The Springer riiockman says: "H.
builder, was a passenprr for Santa B. Steward returned from Alhunierque
Ke this morning, where he goes to last Wednesday evening. During his
look alter some contracts he has in absence he purchased a residence in
the capital.
the Duke City and expects In the near
Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Dutcher, after future to make his home there."
spending a few weeks In flouthern Cat
Rev. J. M. Sollie will leave AlbuquerIfornla, returned to the city last night que on No. 2, Tuesday, Oct. 10, via
They report having had a most delight St. Ixiuls, for Alabama and other
ful vacation.
points In the interest of the new
Will Ments, a successful life Insur Southern Methodists in this city. He
ance agent, In the face of all the in wiil be absent for two months or more.
vestigatlons going on in New York
Tho first football game of the seahas returned To city from a trip to son which was played Saturday afternoon on the Indian school gridiron,
Gallup and other western towns.
J. H. Uearrup, of the Rio Grande between the University and Menaul
Woolen mills, and one of the progres School teams, resulted in a tie. the
sive men of this city, Is slowly re- score being 5 to 5 at the end of the
covering from a siege of Illness. It last half.
will be several days before Mr. UearYesterday afternoon at the family
rup Is able to leave the house.
home, 1023 east Copper avenue, ocSeth Rueb and daughter, Mrs. Tles- - curred the funeral of John Maurino,
sie Butler, of Topeka, Kan., are In the son of H. Q. Maurino, who died on
city, the guest of John Rueb, son and Saturday afternoon, after a lingering
brother.
The visitors are here to Illness with typhoid fever. Interment
spend a few days, after which they was In Santa Barbara cemetery.
Editor Fred A. Bush, of the Silver
will proceed to southern California.
Eenterprlse, is spending a few
J. A. Blondln, who was the hook- - City
keeper and collecter for The Citizen days in the city. Mr. Bush reports
about a year and a halt ago, returned much activity in mining in Grant counto tho city last night, and Is again ty, and says that the prospectors are
connected with this ofllee. lie has flocking to the hills as a result of the
many friends here who are pleased recent rich silver strike made on
Chloride flat.
to see him back again.
Outing Agent Charles E. Dagenette,
There Is a rumor to the effect that
an attempt will be made to hold the of the Indian school left, last night
acts of the recent territorial grand for southern Arizona and Colorado,
jury Invalid on the grounds that one where he goes to secure Indians to
on the Laguna and Tonto dams.
of the members of the jury was a res work
Dagenette reports that he Is findident of Torrance county. So far, the Mr.
ing
great difficulty in securing enougn
matter has not been brought to the
court's attention, but it Is understood Indians to fill the increasing demand
for red men as laborers.
that this will be done.
On account of the Day of Atone
John Coniey, accompanied bv Mrs.
John Kuel, left last Saturday for Os- - ment, the most solemn of Jewish feskaloosa, Iowa, In response to a mes- tivities, all the stores of the city, own
sage that Mrs. Coniey, sister of Mrs. ed by Jewish people, were closed
Rueb, was dangerously ill. It Is un all day today. Services were held In
derstood that Mrs. Coniey submitted the temple on West I,end avenue last
to a surgical operation the other day night at 7:30 and this morning at 10,
at Oskaloosa, and her present illness and this afternoon at 2 o'clock. A
Is the direct tesult of that operation. special musical program was prepared
for all thes6 services.
Paul Kempenlch, traveling represen
The following public spirited cititative for Charles Ilfeid, of Las Vegas, zens graciously donated rigs for the
was in the city on Saturday soliciting use of the
Joint statehood league this
trade for his house. Mr. Kempenlch afternoon, for the purpose of driving
says that the Northern New Mexico members of 'the congressional
comfair was a success in every way. The mittee about the city: Darby A. Day,
merchants derived a large out of town double seated touring car and double-seate- d
trade as a result, and there was no
carriage; A. B. McMlllen,
graft In connection with tho fair, thus seated
carriage; A. Borders,
enabling the fair association to pull seated
carriage; F. A. Hubbell,
out of their first fair with a very small double-seatecarriage, O. W. Strong's
deficit.
Sons, double-seatecarriage W. H.
The Benham Indian Trading com- Hahn, double-seatecarriage, and othpany has a porcupine that eata meat, ers with buggies.
soda mint tablets and asbestos. AcLast nlgnt in the tent at the corner
cording to John Lee Clarke of the
company, it was captured by a native of Broadway and Railroad avenue, a
in the depths of the Zuni mountains, large and Interested congregation lis
where the American Lumber company tened to Elder J. Leeland of Albuquerhas a large number of logging camps. que, deliver an address on "The NaThis wonderful porcupine has been ture of Man," In which he proved that
dubbed "Io Do" and placed on exhi- immortality if the gift of God through
bition In the company's store on Kail-roa- Christ, at the resurrection, to the
righteous, and them only. Tonight
avenue.
"The
State of the Dead" will be conA. Matteuccl, who has
succeeded sidered.
Tomorrow night, "The Punpro&
firm
of Matteuccl
the
Lazori as
ishment of the Wicked" will receive
prietor of the Porto Rico grocery and attention.
saloon in Old Albuquerque, has made
Colonel W. H. Greer, Captain W. E.
a number of changes and improvements in the place. The merchandise Dame, I. U. Payne, George K. Neher
department has been moved toward and the latter'g son, Willie Neher, rethe front of the store and the bar has turned this morning from Engle,
been moved to the back, thus revers- where they spent yestreday hunting
ing the former arrangement of the quail on the Jordano del Muerto, in
place. Mr. Matteuccl has also in- tho vicinity of Kngle. They secured
creased the stock of groceries and re- a big lot of game and brought back
placed the old bar flxturees with new with them enough to give Intimate
friends a few birds each. It was the
ones.
intention to
away a few days,
Friends In this city have received but yesterdayremain
Captain Dame received
copies of the Millbrook, N. V., Mir- a telegram, asking
him to return to
ror, containing an occount of the the city on the next train,
so the whole
death of Mrs. Frances Wheat ,Hav-Han- party concluded to come back
with
In Hart's Village, near
him.
a short time ago. Mrs. Hav-llancame to Albuquerque several
years ago In search of health, she suffering with consumption, and will be 0
remembered by those who boarded
with Mrs. Sheckels on South Third
street. The deceased, duiing her so- -

Edward Holmes Sickles, tho blind
musician, will give a piano recital In
the ball room of the Elks' opera lHiuse,
under the auspices of the St. John's
Guild of the Episcopal church, Wednesday evening, October 11. Tickets
are now on sale at the book store of
0. A. Matson & Co. The program Is
as follows;
1. Overture
"Poet and Peasant"....
2. Soprano Solo "A Portrait"
C. Chaminade
Miss Ada Campfleld.
3. Rondo Caprlccloso ...Mendelssohn
Edward Holmes Sickles.
4. Pass
Rel'ractory
Solo "The
Monk"
Edward Holmes Sickles.
Hadyn
5. (a) Gypsy Rondo
(b) Rondo d'Amour
Van Westerhout
6. "Playing Tag"
Oottschalk
Edward Holmes Sickles.
8. "Son of the Desert Am I"
Edward Holmes Sickles.
9. (a) Reverie
Sickles
Twostep
i j) Nevada Girl
Sickles
Edward Holmes Sickles.
10. Tenor Solo "You".. A. O. Robyn
Mr. James Hetherlngton.
11. Polonaise Op. 11
MoskowskI
Edward Holmes Sickles.
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Our fall lines are very complete. We have on
tale a dozen
different style. In every weight-lig- ht,
.,
medium and heavy
Wools, Ll.le. and Silk.. We buy our Underwear In case
Jots. Thl. enable, u. not alone to alwaya have complete line.
of ,lge bu
to wake price, which are extremely low. Our
line, are too numerou. to enumerate here, but complete
are In our .how window, and In the .tore. Price, range
from
Cot-ton-

fla-pla- y.

-

A.

Annual Chang'e to

Eftc

50c to $10 per Suit

New Tailor Shop.
Morelll, the well known tailor

has reopened a tailor shop on North
First street, where he is ready to
clean, press and repair ladles' and
gents' clothing. Suits made to order.
Patronage of former customers solicit- 6d- -

SIMON STERN

Railroad

Aveimvic

Clothier

.

0

Subscribe for The Evening Cltlien.

8

PLUMBING
STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
Call and Examine the Beautiful Gooda
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE
Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,

Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Write for Prices
Belting,

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

WHITNEY COMPANY

double--

-

double--

11

South Flnrt Street

d

J

Ot-4- 03

II

North FVit Strrct

d
d

LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

-

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.

MERCHANTS
only Short Order Lunch
Room in thcCity. Fine Coffee
a specialty. 2 6 S. Second St.

d

THIS IS THE TIME OF YEAR
THAT YOU HAVE OCCASIONAL
THOUGHT8 OF XMAS.
BY NOVEMBER 1 THE RUSH FOR XMAS
WORK AT OUR STUDIO BECOMES
HARD TO HANDLE. IT IS TO
THIS NOVEMBER
RUSH
WITH THIS MONTH THAT WE
MAKE THE FOLLOWING OFFER:

0
0
Q

ANNOUNCEMENT

FROM OCTOBER 1 TO NOVEMBER
1 WE
WILL GIVE ONE 11x14 ENLARGED PORTRAIT WITH EVERY
DOZEN OF OUR GENUINE PLATINUM CABINET FOLDER PHOTOS.
IT IS OBVIOUS TO ALL THAT THIS
AFFORDS
AN
EXCELLENT
CHANCE TO OBTAIN A HANDSOME
XMAS GIFT AT VERY LITTLE
COST.
MOON & KELEHER, MAKERS OF FINE PORTRAITS.

oo

'DIAMONDS

right are a good Investment. Our prices are right. We lnvltt
When toi-gh- t
you to c- -ll and examine the beautiful diamond goods we are offering;
also
'

WATCHES,

JEWELRY,

Mail orders rereWo
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

SILVERWARE,
tvpHI attention.

EVERITT

ETC.

LEADING JEWELER

Mill-broo-

If you are looking for something

CHAS. F. MYERS.

r
E

Or between meals, any time, Jn
fact, one of our "La Plata Eagles" is a delightful smoke. They
have a delicious flavor, and are
good clear through, from end to
end. They please the most critical smoker. This Is only one
of the many good things in our
stock of choice cigars. We mention a few other, to show yon
our values:
Don Florlo, 3 for
25o
Don Recardo, 2 for
25c
High Life
5c
Dependable, 5c Little Sultano, 6c

MADE PICCALILLI
AND
SARATOGA CHIPS,

HOME

AT
ZEIGER'S CAFE.

S

f

REPAIR SHOP.
Stoves repaired and set up; furniture set up and crated for shipment.
Rear of Walton's drug store.
L. H. SHOEMAKER.
8ARATOGA
CHIPS FRESH
ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.

EV-

6
S

n?
0000C
y

IIS West Radroa

Ave

v

iu. Jcuth Second St.

WANT ADS IN THE

E. J. POST
IIARDWARli

WIIOLKKATK

with dull tops, extension soles, made
on the new college last. They are
perfect fitters and will give the proper
finish to your new fall dress. Price,
$4.
C. May's shoe store, 314 West
Railroad avenue.

Nov is the Time
Vo;k done before the rush. Quick Meal, John
Van & Pacific Ranges; Radiant Home and Perfection Home Dase
Humors; Mountain Oak and Grat Western Heaters. The most complete Hue In the city,
To get your Stove

AT LOWEST PRICES.

The
PROTEK

bUoaAnulT,

!

OCO04CftC

CITIZEN

BRING BEST

t

RESULTS

HOT BLAST HEATERS.
KtAL

which can be found only on
h
Overcoats, prevents the fashionable, snug
fitting collar from crocking the white linen
collar beneath it. Can you imagine an
improvement to overcoats that could be
any more welcome to wearers than this?

QUICK

VTAL

VUICK

MtAl

OUICK

Mltl

CO.

WM. M'INTOSH.

0

RKTATL

We Have a Special Scissor
and Shear
For everybody

who wants to make a

clean-cu- t

stroke,

We carry many

different sizes and styles to select from. Try a Wi

QUICK MEAL
n- -

Collar,

9

MEAL RANGES.

QUICK
QUICK

Ofc

Proprietor.

ex-

tra swell In ladles' footwear, we have
just received a Patent Kid Button shoo

. 1

Smaffl Clothes

A.

d

0

h STEIN-BLOCH- .i

1

s

044

C

The

.

Stein-Bloc-

Overcoats,
122 South
Second Street E. L.

$12.50

WASHBURN CO.

to

""H y--

,""

'74

$30

o

VUICK

Agent, for
MCCl

iar

119 West
Gold Avenue

.C

o

No. 215

emeu

v

'-

w:;,:.:

:

t.:-.v-

-

MEAL

West Railroad Avenue

r

Winchester

,..

H'

and Shotguns, Winchester Ammunition, Colli Revolvers and Automatic Pistols, Studebaker Buggies and Wagons, Eclipse

Wail

Mills,

O0000000000000

Rifles

STARRETT'S Machinist Tools a specialty.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

000000frOjr

